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General INSURANCE AGENTS,
Bt’HRiix Bank

Bldo.,
WI

ELLSWORTH,

Lowest Rates
MONEY TO LOAN
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n.

ME.

BEPRBUBWT TUB

Most Reliable Home and

Foreign Companies.

Compatible
in

suit

to

sums

with

collateral.

Safety.

Improved

on

real

A

NEW

estate

and

I*

H.

GEO.

do him
A

In

Next Friday evening Rev. David Kerr
Baptist church, will resume for thi

POST-OFFICE.

tion of the

effect Oct 14, 1901.

MAIL CLOSES AT

The schooner “Victory” still lies neai
Bonsey wharf, where she was towed,
leaking, with her load of stone.
Th«
owners are now in negotiation with th<
insurance company which had insurance
on the cargo.
As yet no satisfactory arrangement has been made.

POST-OFFICE.

GOING East—6.30 a. m.(
Going West—11.20 a.

the

ft SO

p. m.
and 9.30 p.

5

m.

Train from the west arrives at 7.18 a. m., departs for the west at 6.01 p. m. Mall closes for
the west at 5-30 p. m.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

free from

PAYHENTS on losses are

A. R. Hagerthy is now attending Baltimore medical college at Baltimore, Md.

particulars.

;;
tiling

<>

from

#.'{.50

up.

YOUTHS’ SUITS,
#.'1.00 up,
HOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to 17, from #;{.00 up.
OVERCOATS, from #.‘{.50 up.
ULSTERS, from #4.00 up._
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;;
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OWEN
<

BYRN.
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supper”.
continuei^to improve and
prouounced practically out of

A. W. Curtis
is

now

danger.
has

City Treasurer N. H. Higgins
ceptibly in the past wdfek.
gradually weaker.
The social

of

committee

athletic club is

Thanksgiving

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

failed

He grows

Dirigo

the

concert and ball.
committee of

the

party at
arranged
Unity
Odd Fellows hall Friday evening, Nov.22.
for

has

a

McGown, little daughter of
McGown, has been seriously ill

with

She Is

peritonitis.

Willis

now

improving.

E. Treworgy has been committed

to the Maine

improvements in both systems.
Prices as
First-class workmanship.
low as is consistent with good work.
Latest

taken to

Insane

hospital.

He

was

Ammunition

J. W. Page, of New York, one of the
grand officers of the Royal Arcanum, is in
Ellsworth for a short time in the interest
of the order.

Fred Goggins, who has been employed
Ellsworth foundry, has gone to
Bath, where he is employed by the Bath

in the

Iron Works.

Ellsworth, Me.

The friends of Rev. Mr. Rnd Mrs. S. A.
Thurlow in Mariaville and Waltham presented Mrs. Thurlow with a beautiful fur
coat

on

Sunday.

F. F. Hlmonton spent saturaay ana
Sunday with bis father, Rev. J. P. Slmonton, returning Monday to Mb school in

Winterport.
Doyle, formerly of
residing In Waltham,
Mass., Is spending a two weeks’ vacation
with relatives in this city.
Catherine
Miss
Ellsworth but now

Charles

W.

Campbell

and

Charles

Knowlton went to Buckt port Saturday to
witness the football gamo hetween the
seminary and CsBtlne normal sthool.
The new music for the Ellsworth festival chorus has arrived and will be ready
for distribution among members at the

i* i ww

•i

;; MALAGA GRAPES,

Have

Just

IB Cents per lb.

;;

Ppa (*C
Os
PRESERVING 1 CCll

;|

Fine

;;

RUfnSdET

•

<

Chocolates—Foss
Very Choice.
■

>

<

«

—
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Sale

I; Special Candy
II

lirand;

Saturday.

8. E. CHAPMAN,

; ;i-».i

OET THE

i > i •

BEST;

IT COSTS NO MORE.

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner
Repairing
Fourteen

II

©

O

J

Fresh Lot of

ITALIAN CREAHS.

25

|

CTS.PERLB.j
NEW ASSORTED KISSES.

jj

Trowbridge Chips.

J. A.

Organs.

a

SOMETHING NEW.

Ellsworth.

Main Street,
# i s i

Received

Cunningham. I

C0j03ftogc^C^C0CtC8C6O6C6C6C8C6C6C8O6C8C8C8C8C0ClC

specialty.
oc8oao£83(C8sssx8»^^
years’ factory experience.
a

Out of town orders solicited.
leave orders at

Drop postal
T. Crippen’s music
or

a

store,

worth, Me.
WMOICBi

'MUM IS THE WORD.

During this month the ChrysanElls- g
8 tliemum reigns supreme.
This (lower is now in its glory.
8
Don’t fail to visit the

Boston Terrier
rto.

|

§

j

clt£<ir.

CEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
...BOSTON, MASS.

8

3
3
3
3

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE

§

display.

3

and see the

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

§:«aj»30C83»3C8^^

sails, rig-

chains.

Caution your grocer

3

regular rehearsal at Manning ball tomorrow evening.
The football game between Ellsworth
and Brewer high BCboolB, arranged for last
Saturday, was cancelled because of the
Inability of Ellsworth to get together a
strictly school team.
meeting of the Ellsworth carnival^oromittee at the office of
the secretary, L. F. Giles, this evening at
7,30 o’clock. At this meeting it is hoped
to settle up all accounts.
There will be

a

W. M. Foster, who has been Senator
Hale’s coachman tor several years, haB
bought out George F. Newman’s Interest
in the coal business, and will hereafter
work in connection with F. 8. Lord.

Simeon Lord, for many years employed
in Ellsworth shlp-yardB as a carpeuter,
died at bis home in East Surry Monday.
More extended notice of Mb death apin this issue.
pears in East Surry news
Schools Nos. 1, 7, 8, 9,10 and 12 closed
Friday for two weeks’ vacation. SchoolB
Nos. 2, 5, 6, 11 and 13 will close next Friday for two weeks. The schools in the
city proper will not close until Nov. 25.
The gross receipts of the Ellsworth
postoffice for the flscal year ending June
30, according to official report just issued,
The expenditures were
were {6,390.83.
{2,526.32, leaving a net revenue of {3,861.51.
Grover Cousins, aged twelve years, was
arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
court yesterday charged with eutering the
house of E. B. Treworgy in the absence of
the family, and stealing a bicycle, jewelry
The property was
other small articles.
recovered. Because of the youth of the

axnactari

tn-nicrht tn

nuninf

baking powder
“Royal.”

the

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
j

DROWNED IN RIVER.

many friends. He played with the Ellaworth football team last year, and tbfe
year ran with the City hose racing team.

ARTHUR G.

He

CURTIS,

OP

AUGUSTA,

HEBE, WHERE HE HAD

There

WORKED TWO SUMMERS—STORY

Representatives
steamboat last

sible

of the company looked at
week, with a view to pos-

respondence with
boats which

are

The firemen

for sale.

search

called out at 4 o’clock

were

Friday morning by a tire in the building
School street formerly occupied by Dr.
George R. Caldwell bb a veterinary hospi-

His

incendiary origin,
partially destroyed by fire last

winter.

There is

picion

to who is

as

well-grounded

a

responsible

bodV

sus-

which

for the

Point.

fires.

Yale, of Bath,

L.

Powers of the Christian

in

which

have

been

He

made

dispose of,

All persons having it to
confer a great favor by

sending it tc
18, Manning block, Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday afternoons, or by leaving
word with Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr., or Mrs
Henry M. Hall, committee on clothing

tin

■

probably

above Indian

the

about

The worl

stern

of

one

of which the

Rev. G.
pastor of

city

may be

the

Congregational

Ellsworth Falls and

proud.

o’clock.

7

body

led to the

opinion

church

opinion

was

due to heart failure

or

rupture

accepted a call to the Congregations [
Monadnock, N. H. Next Sun
Mi
day will close his pastorate here.
has

HefHon

accomplished

has

much

worl

doubtless will be of lasting good t }
the community in which he labored.
H }
is an earnest worker, au original thinkei
which

and

one

present when
No inquest
recovered.

who has the courage of his con
He has formed many friend

The

Letter to A. W. King,
Ellsworth.
What would be the result of settDear Sir
ing poor paint with this guarantee?
•‘If you have any fault to tind with this paint,
either now in putting it on, or hereafter in the
wear, tell your dealer about it.
“We authorize him to do what is right at our

that death

was

necessary.
moved to Jordan’s

church at

Journal.

unconscious when

belief

of

a

body

was

the

furniture which is

expensive investment.
It is strange that folks cannot get 11
through their heads that a bed, a table
and two ebairs, honestly
trade, are
cheaper at $60 than one of those fearful
concoctions known as “bed nom suite”
which are sold at $40.S3.—Ladies’ Home

the
was

water.

Fields inclines to the

was

Warning Agaiust Cheap Furniture.
one of the saddest sights in our

being offered to-day in our greHt cities.
Young people are attracted t > this rubbish because of cheap prices.
Every stick
of the furniture offered at these stores is
cheaply put together, and by glue and
thick coats of veneer is made only to selL
It barely gets into the new house before
it falls apart, and what was thought to be
a cheap purchase turns out to be a very

acci-

that death

club.

be allowed to sell the

There were no
bruises on the body to indicate that he
struck anything in falling, and Coroner
the

deemed

a

insur-

modern life to see a young couple, when
starting to furnish a home, go out with
good money and buy bad furniture. It fs
positively nothing short of criminal for
cheap department and furniture stores to

dragging for
o’clock was the
The body was found

that he

he reached

body

|2,000 accident

It is

How

short distance from where the
The condition of

Coroner Fields

Ellsworth

North

A

soon

were

occurred.

was

Hellion, for the past yea

H.

Unity

the

blood-vessel.
is

Augusta

meeting at East Franklin.
Friday, Nov. 22, at Odd Fellows hall—
Party by entertainment committee of

but not until 10

dent

the

lo

Friday, Nov. 8—Meeting of Riverview
Union, C. E., at Hancock.
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Nov. 15, 18,
17—Ellsworth
Free
Baptist Quarterly

ly due to drowning. There was
no water on the lungs, and physicians
who made a hasty examination expressed

approaches to the bridge. I
will be some time yet before this work ii
completed aud the bridge formally opened
but the bridge will be passable for team >

taken

Local

not direct

fills at the

the last of this week.

from

missed

body,
a

a

was

to-day.

COMINO EVENTS.

his observations

recorded

soundings

ouly

Monday visited th<
Bangor bridge to inspect the super
which
is
structure,
completed. This par
of the bridge was formally accepted. Th<
on

he

search successful.

new

still at work

just

work

Several boats

on

are

at

was

was

the

in which case it will be sent for.

stone contractors

found three hours later.

He could not swim.

room

The aldermen

first found

long before that time and after the hour
of 6 35 be fell into the river, no one knows.

wil

body

train

Old Town Physician Dead.
Dr. Joseph M. Norcross, a prominent
physician, died suddenly Monday afternoon at his farm at Otter Stream, near
Milford, where he was spending the day.

Ilf evidently had just begun
dredger.
this part of the work when he fell overboard, for no depths were recorded. The
sounding chain was found where he fell.
No one Haw him fall, and no outcry was
beard by the men at work on the dredger.

With the approach of cold weather the
society of Associated Charities is in great
need of clothing with which to answei

The

noon

was

which

oral

Life.’:

M.

_

morning as to
He had set
condition of weather, etc.
down t he hour, 6 35, and the condition of
the tide. His next step was to record sev-

Christian Life.”

applications

was

the

Curtis carried

contained notes made that

Results of the

“The Matchless

10,

Nov.

was

morning at
Campbell, to which

short service this

ance.

of observations and

formerly

pastor of the Congregational church in
this city, is engaged for a series of three
lectures by the Y. M. C. A., of Bowdoiu
college. The dates and subjects are be
follows: Oct. 27, “The Noble Conditions
Nov. 3, “The
of the Christian Life.”

Splendid

on

part of Curtis’ duties was the taking
soundings. A book

A

D.

Rev.

ficiated.

was

employed as assistant by U.
3. Inspector E. E. Pet tee, who is engaged
on the dredging work being done here by
He went to work Tuesthe government.
day morning on the dredger “Neponset”,

ing, both clearly of
was

His hat

made.

was

Curtis

This is the second fire in this build-

since it

Augusta, who

floating under the stern of the dredger.

on

tal.

of

city.

of this

place the body had been removed. Rev.
A. H. Coar, of the Unitarian church, of-

employed on one of the dredgers on
Union river, waa drowned Tuesday morning. Just how the accident happened is
not known.
No one saw him fall, or
heard any outcry. When he was missed

The company is in corowners of several steam-

purchase.

Curtis,

was a

the home of R.

OF THE ACCIDENT.
Arthur G.

engaged to be married to Mias

The young man’s father, William Curtis, arrived last night from Augusta.

hin

WELL KNOWN

was

Lucy Campbell,

FELL FROM DREDGER.

Co. last week the names of two
of the directors] were unintentionally
omitted—Frank S. Lord and B. T. Sowle.
a

send
other than
to

never

you any

Steamboat

Augusta to-day by City Marshal

Donovan.

“CLARION" RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.

■

her of

safeguard

a

against alum, which comes in the
cheaply made powders so often
pushed upon the unwary purchaser.

Miss Maud Dority and James L. Floyd,
both of Ellsworth, were married last
V# ednesday afternoon by Rev. J P. Simonton, at the Methodist parsonage. Both
these young people have many friends
who wish them happiness In their wedded
life. They will reside for the present
with Mrs. Blaisdell on State street.

arranging for the annual

eve

The entertainment

Carlton

J. P. ELDRIDGE.

stripped

Allan fa

Frances

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Main Street,

anchors and

family in moving.
In printing the names of the officers of
the Ellsworth, Tremont, and Stonington

club

Crockery and tin ware.
Pearl, agate and granite ware.
of all kinds. Special attention given to repairing.

A diver

ging,

Mrs. P. B. Day entertained a large party
of ladies last Wednesday evening at a

D'-

,!

New line of Fall and Winter Headgear received this morning.

■

ent.

is

“Royal”

some.

schooner “J. H. Butler”, of Lamolne, which sank recently near Stonington, has been sold as she lies to 8. W,
Goss, of Deer Isle. An unsuccessful
attempt to raise her was made last week,
and she has been abandoned for the pres-

week.

“harvest

..-.

SUITS,

MEN’S

>

Col. C. C. Burrill arrived home Saturday
from a business trip to Boston and Montreal.

cans

The

Charles A.Allen’s family expect to move
to Waterville the last of this week.
Mr.
will
a
C. E. Monaghan
begin
dancing Allen has been employed there for the
hall
school at Odd Fellows
Thursday past year. James Allen, who is employed
night.
in Parcher’s drug store, and Miss Louise
H. C. Stratton and Edward Monohon Allen, who is teaching In the Ellsworth
are hunting on Narraguagus waters this
schools, will remain in Ellsworth. Mr.

CLOTHING.!

WINfER
■

•

Mrs. George P. Dutton and Mrs. Craig
Massachusetts.

leave to-morrow for

£. F. Robinson is in Boston on business.
He is expected home to-morrow.

$1.00 a suit. This is the best
on the market for the price.

;;

visit

a

worry.

Only

FALL and

Fred Haynes has returned from
Boston.

The literature club will meet with Mrs.
C. I. Welch on Monday, Nov. 18.

Take out a
be

WOOL-FLEECED UNDERWEAR.

NEW

In Belfast.
to

LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE.

I;

visiting friends

Mrs. Roscoe Holmes Is

Building, Ellsworth.

SECURE YOURSELF

[

voice.
The class ii
beginners especially an

and

ear

invited.

SUNDAY.

<►

of Royal Baking Powder
have been used in making bread,
biscuit and cake, and every housekeeper using it has rested in perfect
confidence that her food would be
light, sweet, and above all, wholeof

winter bis class for the
study of tbeorj
and practice of music, with the cultiva

Goikg East—7.18 a. m., 6.08 p. m.
Going West—11-56 a. m., 5.36 p. m.

ELLSWORTH and RAK HARBOR, ME.

i:

of Millions

lodge.

free to all and

against loss by FIRE.
policy in our agency and

Hundreds

of the

General Insurance and Real Estate.

Write us for furtliur

good.

new

Mrs. Edgar Moore died at her home
oj
State street Monday, aged
fifty-twoyeare
after a long illness. She leaves a husband
mother, two sisters and two brothers
She was a member of Nokomis
Rebekal

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

GRANT CO.,

First National Bank

Sbbertiaemmta.

time schedule of the Rockland
Rluehill & Ellsworth Steamboat Co. wen
into effect Nov. 2. It
provides for thre
trips a week, as may be seen from th
time-table printed elsewhere in this issue

Geo R Fuller—Auction sale.
Rockland, Bluehlll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
whedule.
•—Change
China A Japan Tea ('o—Tea, coffee and spice.
8 E Chapman—Confectionery.
Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
M A Clark—Greenhouse.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
C R Foater—Furniture.
Boston A Bangor Steamship Cc—Change In
schedule.
Bucksport.
Public auction.
New York:
Seabury A Johnson—Benson's plasters.

———

x,n

1901

(i

offender, mittimus was suspended. Judg a
Peters gave him a
talking to that ought t

VE KTISKM ENTS THIS WEEK.

AT ELLSWORTH
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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1

was

expense.”

re-

don’t it?
undertaking rooms. f Thai means pay damages,
Here’s another guarantee
The family in Augusta was notified.
“If your State cheniitt finds this paint adulCurtis was twenty-one years of age.
: terated, we will pay bis bill, and send you $100.”
He was a companionable young fellow, of
We stand by both of these guarantees; an we
good habits, and during the past two are the maker, we know all about it.
summers in which be had been engaged
Yours truly,
work here, he made !
on the dredging
A 14
F. W. Dkvob Jt CO.

j

abberttacmenta.

;

victions.

ships here,
church and

not only within bis owi
community, but among th

The World’s Best Teas and Coffees

people in the city proper.
The schooner

“Yreka”, Capt. Segebath

while sailing in Union river last Thurs
day afternoon, collided with a scot
which was being towed out by the tui
“Mary J. Finn”, of the Eastern Dredg

We (live
Valuable
Presents
resen s

ing

Co. The schooner and tow met at
bend in the river. In trying to pass ii

channel, the scow was
against the schooner by the current,
the

narrow

struck her

on

in

port bow stove.

a

cove

near

was

She filled and sanl

where

the

acciden

the hole

wa

was towed t
the dock at Curtis’ yard for repairs.
Th'
“Yreka” is owned by Whitcomb, Hayne
^

No man has a right to do as he pleases
except when he pleases to do right.—Sim
mons.

C"ecks°-

am

line
split and twistei

happened. At low water
temporarily closed, and she

& Co.

Wares!
Ask For

se

the bow at the water

The schooner’s stem
and

Household

s.

;

O.

W.

TAPIvlJY,

We write
Estate, and collect rents.

nicipal

C

$

Agent.

Also sell first-class Mu-

aud Railroad bonds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

|

11^

General Insurance and Real Estate
all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Real

1

£
s

I

CHINA & JAPAN TEA C0„

^oooooooca^ocfcasaooocio^ocfokc’o cfoaocfooooo»oooooocw>w>3oa

:

|

sought by our a8ellts

iu the far Fast, and
delivered to us in fullest strength and richness,
and absolutely pure. The middlemen's profits,
expensive packageing, etc., are all saved to our
customers; they get the very finest and choicest
tea and coffee grades at Actual Bottom prices!
Why don't YOU sample our goods and prices?
are

ELLSWORTH.

k'oplo

For the Week Beginning Not,
10—Comment by Rev, S. H. Doyle.
,‘ Topic.—Our national bondage.—Hab. i, 13-17;
vi, 1-0. (Temperance meeting J

Nations come Into bondage unto sin
as well as Individuals.
Every nation
of the past bas had Its besetting national sins, and so bas every nation In
the world today. Sometimes the sin of
nations bas been an insatiate desire for
glory in war, sometimes greed for territory and sometimes one of the vices
to which its people have most universally and readily yielded. One of the
greatest of the national sins today in
the civilized nations of the world is the
Bln of Intemperance. Intemperance is
.a national sin of France, Germany,
(England and America. The drink traffic Is extended and protected by law.
Thousands in high places and in low
iplaoes are moderate or habitual indulg'ere in Intoxicating drinks. The great”~*g of the people are the direct or
result of the wide prevalence
,of this gigantic evil, and yet the nations seem powerless In Its grasp. It Is
national bondage Indeed and. to our
shame, “our national bondage.”
The forbearance of God toward nations as toward individuals will some
time come to an end. How wonderfully patient God Is—patient In the creation of the world, patient in Its presjervatlon! God Is far more patient and
! forbearing with evil than man Is.
lHabakkuk's burden was a burden of
complaint at God's seeming slackness
;and Indifference toward the prevalence
and power of evil, but God's forbearance cannot last forever. The purpose
of hie forbearance Is to arouse repentance, but If sin Is not repented of and
.abandoned It will be punished, even
eln

God

#

IntAm.insiin/m

TKa

HAVE TIME.

When I have time, so many things I’ll do
To make life happier and more fair
For those whose lives are crowded with cure;
I’ll help to lift them from their despair.
When I have time.
When I have time, the friend I love so well
Shall know no more these weary tolling days;
I’ll lead her feet in pleasant paths always.
And cheer her heart with sweetest words of

praise.
When 1 have time.
IVhen you have
dear
May be beyond

time, the friend you loved

so

the reach of all your sweet

Intent;
know that you so kindly meant
To fill her life with sweet content
When you had time.

May

never

Now is the time! Ah, friend, no longer wait
To scatter loving smiles and words of cheer
To those around whose lives are now so dear;
They may not need you in the coming year—
Now is the time.
—Presbyterian Banner.
Selected by S. J. Y.

has

[mental

THE PRAYER

personally._

MEETING.

Have a special temperance address
on the topic.

Dear Aunt Madge:
I've been thinking for some time that I would
ask through the M. B. column if any one can
BIBI.E READINGS.
Inform me how lig bars are made. 1 bought
Ex. xx. 13; Lev. x, 8, 9; Judg. xlii, some once of a baker and
thought them very
1-14; Prov. xiv, 34; xx, 1; xxiii, 29-32; delicious and have often wished to know bow to
Pa xxxiii, 12-20; Math, xviil, 7; xxvi, make them, so if any one can inform me she
will have the very grateful thanks of
41; Luke 1, 13-13; Gal. v, 19-20.
8. J. Y.
I will give a recipe for chocolate cookies
To the Eye of Faith.
which are very nice. It has recently been given
Only to the Christian is the world to me and I like to pass all good things along
fair today as well as yesterday. that others may enjoy them.
He knows that change must come and
One cup sugar,
cup butter, 1 tablespoon
knows not what a day may bring forth. laid, H teaspoon soda, ,\f teaspoon -alt,* 1 tea
spoon cinnamon, 2 ounuea chocolate, 1 well
reflection
does
But the
not disturb him, beaten egg. Cream butter, lard and sugar tobecause it is accompanied with the gether and dissolve soda In 2 tablespoons milk.
I dissolve chocolate and ado last, stirring In 2£
that
his
Father still rules cups flour.
knowledge
I
and does according to His will among
Here is how a French chef makeB lemon filling
the children of men. He aloue lxas the Boil to a thick jelly four tieaten eggs, the rind
assurance that “all things”—yes, every and juice of three lemons, 1 pound of sugar, }f
event—shall work together for his good. pound of butter. Ready for use when taken
from the range.
8. J. Y.
To the eve of faith the world Is verv
“8. J. Y.”, it is a pleasure to hear from
fair today, and tomorrow or some other
not distant will
usher in you again. M ost every one likes chocolate

I

(very

surely

[day

Power Against Sin.

We have no power against a sin until
we are able to see that it is forbidden
by one of the commandments of the
word of God. But having realized that
It is so forbidden we at once have
treat power against it, the Lord’s own
omnipotent power which He gives in
His commandments. It could not be
that in the letter of the word there
should be forbidden every sin of love,
thought and deed to which man Is heir,
but when the light is allowed to shine
forth out of the earthern covering then
'it will be seen that there Is not one sin
we are ever tempted to do but has its
twarning commandment, “Thou shalt
not,” in the word.—Helper.
This Life and the Next.
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WHAT WOMAN DID.
DREARY SPOTS MADE TO BLOSSOM AS THE ROSE.
HOW A

VILLAGH WA8

MADE

IMPROVED

BEAUTIFUL—WEED

AND

PLOTS

TURNED INTO PARKS.
!

hold of a
project, it is pretty safe to assume that
they will succeed. But it is as village improvers that they have never been known
to fail when once they started in. A case
in point is the transformation of Oxford,
an old town in jbe inferior of New York.
Three parks were set apart by the pioneers originally, but after 100 years they
were little regarded by the people then
living within sight of them. They were
Trees
overrun with weeds and brush.
began to grow promiscuously in one,
while the lines of another were broken
down, and it became a mud hole.
One afternoon two women were looking
out on the plot called Lafayette square.
A little stream was stagnating through
its center. Drivers and pedestrians had
no consideration for the struggling grass.
The two talked with other women, and
a meeting of women was culled to devise
ways and means of improving the village.
A permanent organization was formed,
and a president, vice president, treasurer
A board of
and secretary were elected.
When

women

nuu

seriously take

uu

rxwuuve

a

tumiumiT

also

the home of each of the twenty members.

society, and the expressage on individual
packages was saved for the purchase of
more shrubs.
It was an aggressive campaign.
The
rubbish which had accumulated in the
of the fences was cleared away.
fences were replaced by new ones or

corners

Old

repaired

removed entirely. The women
made beautiful lawns about their homes
and planted vines to spread over walls
and fences. Ornamental shrubbery was
set out.
Pretty evergreen or deciduous
trees were procured from the forest near
by and set in rows where the crumbling
or

fences once stood.
As the village was
noted for its bluestone handsome stone
walks were procured cheaply.
As soon
as

every box of the genuine
Tablets

Laxative Bromo-Quinine

the

remedy that

cures a

cold in

one

day

j
I

given

.-v-

memorial

to a

farmer

Meat by bis sons at a cost of $1,000 and
was formally dedicated to the Tillage.
Washington park was next made delightful. Graveled walks were wound
through it. in place of aggressive weeds
lawn grass seed was sown, ground was
spaded up and cultivated plants set out;
mountain ash, weeping willow and balsam trees were placed here and there,
and wild clematis and ampdopeis were so
planted that they would in time overrun
the tops of these trees. Hollyhock trees
were scattered,
and asters, hydrangeas
and wild roses were arranged in pretty
vistas. Finally fallen and decayed timber, stumps, weeds and rubbish were
taken from Fort Hill park, which was
covered over with rich soil and seeded
down and is now an attractive green plot
of three-quarters of an acre surrounded
by a fine curbing. The three parks are
cared for at comparatively small expenditure.
In a forgotten cemetery on a side street
near the heart of the village the few remaining slabs had been leveled by the
frosts of many years.
Wild apple trees
grow and bore fruit, which was harvested only by the small boys. Old rosebushes ran wild and mingled with briers,
milkweed
and
burdocks,
goldenrod.
Many old cans and pails had been thrown
into the inclosure.
The grass was never
cut, and the grounds were fast becoming
impenetrable. The women got to work,
cleared the old cemetery of debris and reset the ancient shafts, removing the
ashes of some of the forefathers of the
hamlet to the new ami handsome burial
grounds on the hilt across the river. The
grass is row mowed regularly, the wild
bramble* are subdued. mid the place I*
honored aa it should be. —Eastern (la

hxccsm rot oantxmo.
[The following quaint rcrae* were recited be
Rev. David Kerr, of Kll*worth, at the Hancock
county C, K. convention at Bar Harbor last
week, and are printed by request.]

the Foot That
It CAlla Attemtlon to
Uiarnae Exists.

Tain Is not disease; It i« a symptom
fact that d »calling attention to the
We do not remote tho discase exists.
ease by stopping the pain.
disturbHeadaches usually arise from
overeating,
ances ill digestion, due to
too much of
eating freely of soft foods,
Fermentation
etc.
a variety at meals,
formaand decay of the foods with the
1 ne
tion of poisons and irritauta result.
The
danger ia reported at headquarters.
the
of
voice
thing to do Is to heed the
rtd
faithful sentinel, assist nature to get
either by
of the impurities generated,
washing out the stomach, drinking freely
of water, fasting for a day. by Tigorous
Recogexercise or eliminatjTe baths.
nize in the psiu the voice of a friend
we
that
fact
the
to
calling attention
have done wrong and resolve never to
violate the laws of health on this point
again. In a day or so the transgressor
would feel well and would be able to

give the bride

bridegroom

at*ked
prnart!”
“Wbat’a the matter?”
Mr. Rox. “I wrote him the other day tbet
I thought it would be kinder for me nn»
Now he
to remit the check he asked for.
writes. ‘Dear father, I shall never forget
kiudneae.’
your unremitting

rc*

To Cure a Cold In Oue bay
Take Laxative I’.romo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If It fails to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c.

cr**t11nA?

I stand

“If

Some drink when they a bargain make
And some because of loaa.
Some drink rben they their pleasure take
And some when they are eroee.
Some drink for sake of company.
While some drink on the sly.
And many drink but never think.
About the reason why.
If

apt

haa no virtue* of bta own be ie
boast of those poeeeaed by bta an-

• man

to

into

the

same

or

cestors.

a

on

my

head

the

blood

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce It every mouth. Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but Hula more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

all

rushes to my head, doesn’t It?”
No one
ventured to contradict him.
“Now,” he

continued, triumphantly, “when I stand
on my feet,
why doesn’t the blood ail
rush Into my feet?”
“Because,’’ replied
Hoatetter McGinnis, “your feet are not

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

empty.”

For

3Worrtiarmtr.ts.

_

A. W.

IN THE WINTER.

particulars Inquire of

ilaxiiY W. ( i.-suman, Hec'y.
First Nat*! Bank Bldg.

Kino, President.

Hancock CoDnty. Savings Bank,

(Benson'i Piaster la Pain t Matter.)

Z LLIWORTH ;ML
For coughs and colds Benson’s Porona
Plasters are an incomparably better remCommenced Ruln.ua May 1, ] 873.
edy than any other—external or internal.
Their medicinal properties enter the skin
i r.ej»o*lta In this Itank are by law exempt trow
and go straight to the teat of the disease.
taxation.
They relieve and cure a “seated” cold
without disturbing the system or upsetting
•V. B. COOLIl OK, Pr'.tdnt.
the stomach. Cough mixtures often nauseate.
Benson's Plasters are medicinal in j 70//.V f. WHITCOMB, nc. TT..idnt.
the highest degree, and quickest to act.
CHAR LBS a BVRR1LL. Tr.antm.
Placed on the chest or back or on both
draw Inter.,t from the Br.t day el
Depoalta
at once in serious coses, the good effect ia
March, June, September and Itecetnber.
felt immediately. The congestion y’elds, the
HOARD OF DIRECTOR.*!
cough abates and the bre tthing improves.
<?onw F. Whitcomb,
Lung or bronchial affections or kidney
N.
B.
r. cakkoll Burjull,
Coolidok,
disease, are cured with the least possible
CHARLIES C. Bl'HRJLL.
and
loss
of time.
suffering
Benson’s Plasters are immeasurably suBank hours dally, from 9 a. m. to IS mt

perior

Belladonna, Strengthening, Cap-

to

sicum or any other combination iu plaster
form. They are also preferable to ointments, liniments and salves.
Benson’s Plasters have^received fifty-five
highest awards over all competitors; and
more than 5,000 physicians and druggists
have declared them to be one of the few
trustworthy household remedies. For • de
by ail druggists, or we will prepay postage
on any number ordered m the United
States on receipt of 25c. each.
Be sure you get the genuine. Accept no
imitation or substitute.
Seahnrv A Johnson. Mfsr. Chemists. N.Y.

to

“Hah!” exclaimed Mr. Rox after read“Our boy’s coling his morning mall.
lege education is making him too blame*

“Cure the cough and save the life." Dr.
Wood’s Norway Pine 8yrup cures coughs and
colds, down to the very, verge of consumption.
—Advt.

young

Some drink to fire them appetite
And some to aid digestion.
Some for the doctor aays It right.
Ami some without a question.

Proft8Bion.il CarDf.

J)R.

H. GRKF.Ly,

DENTIST.
eraduata of the
class of

HOMJT
UUIN1 IT

CARROLL

;

»
>

•

»
»
>

1

»

■

BURRILL,
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notabt Public

and

Justice

of thb

OBce over Burrtll National
STATE STBBKT,

A'

ATTORNEY
AID

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
Al»o prosecuting
attorney for all claaaeu
pensions agslnss the United States.
Business solicited.

I JOHN

i

t

<

i

|

I

:

ME.

BURNHAM,

SLLSWOBTH,

j

Peace.

Bank,

ELLawOBTH,

F.

r

<
»

Colleea,

ATTORNEY

■

advice FREE.
Address STERLING
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
437

Dental

notice.

tobaccospit
and SMOKE

Your Life a way!
You can be cured of anr form of tobacco
using
be
made
well,
easily^
strong, magnetic, full of
new life and vigor by
taking HO-TO-BAC,
that makes weak men strong.
Many gain
ten
pounds in ten days. Over 300,000
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed
Booklet and

Philadelphia

/a

OffiCB IB Gilrb* Block, Rlluwobtm.
Closed Wednesday afternoon* until further

a

Metropolitan Sidelight*.
In speaking of the features of city life
that are incomprehensible to country people a successful publisher said:
“An apartment bouse which contains
ten or more families stands next to my
The cheapest apartments in it
house.
A man who can
rent for $2,500 a year.
afford to pay $2,500 a year rent should
have au income of at least $10,000, and
the presumption is that his income is
I am familiar with
more than
that.
New York names and yet when 1 had an
the list of names
to
look
over
opportunity
of men who lived in this apartment house
there was not one on the list with which
I was familiar. I never had heard of any
of them.
Here were ten men who lived
next door to me, each of them having an
income that would mean wealth in the
country, and none of them was known to
me.
It is by such sidelights as this that
one may get an idea of the wealth of this
city.”—New York Sun.

r*

£IM Loan jiri Mil M

in other parts

light blow as he took her
from her father’s house, saying, “Now
you must forget the ways of your own
family and learn those of mine.”—Stray
Stories.

Some drink because they’re rery hot
And some because they’re cold.
Some (lrtnk to cheer them wnen xney
And tome when they are old.

worse

Where Wive* Are Whipped.
In Russia wive* are very much in subjection to their husbands. In a circulated
book written
by^the Russian priest. Pope
Sylvester, who lived in the sixteenth century, corporal punishment is advocated
■ot only on account of its religious propriety, bat also as of benefit to their
health.
What the women inay think of it la another matter, but certainly the Russian
branch of the Greek church seems to believe that if you spare the rod yon spoil
Until recent years a rod or
the wife.
whip has formed part of a bride’s trousBeau, and in some districts her first wifely
duty was to humbly remove her husband’s boots, in one of which she found a
A custom which obtained
of the country was for the

Some drink to mske them wide awake
And some to make them sleep,
Some drink because they merry are
And some because they weep.

Wbat a woman can't understand Is bow
! a man will stay up every night for six
condition by avoiding the causes.
weeks running all over town trying to
This is not the way these symptoms
Pain is looked upon make votes for a candidate be doeent’
are usually treated.
as an enemy, not as the voice of a friend. | know, but got* bopping mad if be baa to
The sick one goes to a physician and de- run across the street to get eotne paregorlo
mands something that will stupefy or > for bis own baby.
paralyse the nerves—the pain must stop
He ia given an opiate; the pain
at once.
In reply to Inquiries we have pleasure In
■tops; the food still keeps on decaying announcing that lily's Liquid Cream Balm is
In the stomach; he imagines he is well. like the solid preparation of that admirable
The disease still exists; the symptom remedy In that It cleanses and heals membrane*
There 1* no drying
The faithful affected by na*al catarrh.Cream
alone has been removed.
Balm is adapted
or sneezing. The Liquid
The to use
sentinel has been knocked down.
by patients who have trouble In inhaling
through the nose and prefer spraying. The
means of telegraphic common lea Hon to
Including spraying tube, Is 15 cent*. Sold
headquarters have been severed. The en- price,
by druggists or mailed by Rly Brother*, M Waremy has his own way and is able to go ren Street, New York.—Adel.
ahead undisturbed in his destructive
work. The watchers are asleep under an
Sinking.
anesthetic or opiate. The enemy entera
Poisona that are generated
the camp.
in the stomach through errors in diet
overwork and irritate the liver, the kings
and kidneys, through which they are
I. wha. your money will anrn It
eliminated, and finally result in Bright's
Invested In shares of the
:.gm being weakened,
disease, or tb
esist the germs of disare not able to
He falls a victim
ease that are inhaled.
to tuberculosis and Is nor, in a serious,
condition.
if not an incnrable,
A NEW NKKIES
The only safe way is to study the human body and become familiar with the
la now open, Shares, 91 each; monthly
laivs upon which health, happiness and
payments, 91 per share.
Prevent pains, woo aud
life depeud.
sickness by avoiding their causes.—Life
WHY PAY RENT?
and Health.
baw.rx

xette.

whip.

_

v

THE VALUE OF PAIN.

—-

was
on

operations.

The minute

ham’s Vegetable Compound for her troubles, and been cured,
and she strongly urged me to let the doctors go and try the Compound. I did so as a last resort; used it faithfully with the Sanative Wash for five months, and was rejoiced to find that my troubles
If women would only try Lydia
were over and my health restored.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound first, fewer surgical operation*
would occur."—Mrs. L. A. Harris, 278 East 81st St., Chicago, 111.
$5000 FORFEIT IF THE ABOVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.
When women are troubled with irregular, suppressed or painful
menstruation, weakness, leueorrhtea, displacement or ulceration of the
womb, that bearing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous
prostration, or are beset with such symptom* as dizziness, faintness,
excitability,irritability, nervousness,sleeplessness,melancholy,
lassitude,
“
all-gone and want-to-be-left-alone feelings, blues, and hopelessness,
they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. Lydia E.
Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound at once remove* such trouble*.

appointed, and a constitution
and bylaws were adopted.
Organization was perfected in September, the objects of the society were made
known throughout the community and the
work of improving the village began at

<0

This

for

agony, and often death.
“
I suffered for eight years with ovarian troubles ; spent hundred*
of dollars for relief, until two doctors agreed that an operation was
my only chance of life. My sister had been using Lydia E. Pink-

these were laid it was seen to be essential that wide gutters should be made,
and with the gutters came grading the
Cake Without Eggs—One cup sugar, 1-2 streets and removing weeds and stones.
cup molasses, 1 cup of milk, 12 cup butter, 2 Attention was given to back dooryards
that faced the railroad.
cups flour, 1 cup of raisins chopped, 1 teaspoouWeeds and
ful each of cinnamon, cloves, allspice and soda, brush had overrun them, and they had
and 1-2 teaspoonful of cream of tartar. I some
become a dumping ground. Back doors
times add 1 cup of chopped walnut meats.— and barns which had never known a coat
of color were painted, and the weather
Household.
beaten, tumbledown board feucea were
Aunt Madge.
replaced by neat white pickets.
A subscription was finalty started for
Whatever work a boy undertakes, he funds to restore the parks.
People were
ahouid do it heartily for the work’s
asked to give anything from a cent up.
The boy who rises to the top is the boy
A New England supper was given, and
who does more than he is obliged to do,
it proved to be so pleasant and successwho is all-round in his intelligence, and
ful that it has been repeated annually.
who thinks of something besides the end
of the day and bis weekly wage.—Ladies' The society was able tai swell the contriHome Journal.
butions by the proceeds from a series of
“A Durango man,” remarks The Flores- entertainments embracing concerts, theatricals
and lectures, which found ready
ville (Mo) Chronicle, “was showing to a
favor. These also were found so profitafriend the good poiuts of his dog, and
threw a half-dollar coin into the river. ble in every sense that they have been
Obediently the dog, dived for the coin and continued.
broughtup a two poaud catfish and 35
The money having finally been raised, a
cents in change.
committee of three was appointed to arrange for grading and curbing Lafayette
square, the dimensions of which were
180 by (;2 feet. A handsome fountain

Trust.
1 do not know, 1 cannot tell.
What time may bring to me.
But this 1 know—God doetb well.
And He will care for me.
Sometimes my path in darkneaa lie*
My heart ia sore perplexed;
I lift to God nay longing eyes
And feel no more oppressed.

—Evangelist.

Doctors have

there is any trouble, nothing but ap operation will do them; one
hundred dollars and costs, and included in the costs are pain, and

wore

Mubtek Gingekbbeao—Three cups flour,
1 cup of molasses, 12 cup of butter, 2 eggs well
beaten, 1 teaspoonful of soda, 1 even tablespoonful each of ginger and cinnatfion, and milk
enough to form a dough. Rub the butter and
Hour together and add the other Ingredients.
Roll It out In thin sheets and inolsteu with
molasses and water before they are put In the
oven. They require a very moderate heat to
bake them, as they scorch easily.

In considering the relations of this
'life to the next, of the life that now is
to the life that is coming, the first thing
of which note must be taken is the continuity of life; that there really is but
one life; that death is not a break in
the soul’s existence, but only an experience in its continuous life. Death is
like sleep in that we live while we
sleep. We live right on through a
night's repose into a new morning; so
we live right on through death into the
new day and the new world.—Uni verbalist.

Thus light is cast upon my way,
All darkness disappears;
My dreary night is changed to day;
Trust triumphs over feara.
Oh, blessed, blessed attitude
That brings my God so near.
Inspires my heart with fortitude
Through afith serene and clear!

Mrs. L. A. Harris, a Prominent Member
of a Chicago -Woman’s Political Club, tells
how Ovarian Troubles may be Cured withShe says :
out a Surgical Operation.

directors

Sky Pilot, Janice Meredith, Strlngtown on the
Pike, Black Rock, Richard Carvel, David
Harum, Uncle Terry, Trinity Bells, The Reriemptlon of David Corson, To Have and to
Hold, A Carolina Cavalier, Quincy Adams Sawyer, Lords of the North, Like Another Helen,
Eben Holden, The Old Gentleman of the Black
Stock.— Youth’s Companion.

editor.]
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of the people said. “You can
The
people are particularly nevermajority
accomplish anything.’* But the wohope some one will men entered enthusiastically upon their
answer your inquiry for fig bars.
enterprise. They wrought changes in their
own dooryards.
They exchanged “slips”
Reports from bookseflers In the thirty-five of hardy plants, purchased the roots of
cities
of
the United States show that the
leading
inexpensive but pretty shrubs. By ortwenty most popular books are: Philip Win- dering together and purchasing at wholewood, When Knighthood was in Flower, Alice sale
they were able to save much. All orof Old Vincennes, The Helmet of Navarre, The ders were
shipped to the president of the

jmorning

ll

Toller, const thou trust?
From tho dust aUnd and tell.
all—
Though the tear* com* streaming,
All la wctll
-Lulu W. MItchall In Century.

cookies and young
fond of them. I

that is fairer and brighter, even a
without
clouds.—Episcopal
Recorder.
one

Vi

Toller, oanst thou wait.
Through tbo storm blsok hour, elstA
Buier of thy rccresnt will.
Dominant of tatef

“

been pronounced
Dear M. B. Friends:
[against Intemperance, and It will be I have an idea we can
say in chorus, “Ob,
[executed. “Woe to them that are at
lease In Zion and trust in the mountain the busy days! the busy days!” The
of Samaria, which are named chief of poem is so true! Who of us cannot recall
[the nations, to whom the house of Is- facts in oar own lives which prove the
irael came • • • that drink wine in poetry is true. The kindly deed we meant
bowls and anoint themselves with the to do for the help or comfort of some one
who needed or would have appreciated
[chief ointments, but they are not grlev- such attention; the call we meant
to make
•ed for the affliction of Joseph."
Unless the national sin of intern, T- on some old friend or some Invalid who
ance Is overcome it will bring a direful would have been cheered by our presence
ijmnlshment upon our land. We are for an hour, the good neighbors whom we
wind, and no power can only get in to see once in a while—when
sowing
-ir
reaping the whirlwind. you can’t tell when you called In to see
prevent
The future is great with opportunities. your neighbor last, it Is time you called
It la also fraught with great dangers. again. If we wait until all our home work
|To take advantage of our opportunities is done, the third stanza will very likely
come true in more than one instance.
[and to avoid our dangers physical, I believe
and moral strength of the flnhousekeepers are the ones who
are
here and there” and so time
jest caliber is demanded of us; but steals“busy
away very quickly. If one has aome
[whence is it to come if we become a
nation of drunkards? It cannot come detinite work to be performed, when that
iunder such conditions. The very life work is done something seems to have
and perpetuity of our nation depend been accomplished but the “here and
upon our breaking the bonds of intem- there” days just eat up the time and some
perance. which are fastening them- way we have no results of our labor, that
selves about us and in becoming free is, no visible results.
from this national sin. May God help
A personal letter from Flossie recently
us as Endeavorers to do our part both I
In prayer and In service to bring about was much enjoyed. We are always glad
to hear from her, both in the column and
such a desirable condition of affairs.
curs*

of

writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tne editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
•
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

column.

of local anion*
(The editor turtle* seeretarloa
of the w. C. T. V- In Hancock county, and
white rlbboncr* generally, to contribute to tht*
column report* of meeting* or Item* that will be
of Interest to worker* In other part# of the
thl* to be a lire column,
county. We would like
W. C. T.
but It need* *ome effort on the part of
V. women to make It *o. It 1* a column of their
making, not our*, and will be what they make
Hem* and communication* should be short,
It.
and are, of fouree, subject to approval of the

n

or weed.
Camt thou read in liar
Answer to thy heart s d-cp cry"
own crown
nor
love*
Ool nor arm
go aalisly.

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto— It is for the mutual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In*
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

ID. <8. 3T. H.

SOU DREAM.”

Toller, const then drram
At the tram, at the plcwt
Higher heritage lhaa king*
Halt thou.

Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful.”

WHEN I

I

“TOILER,'UANST

“AUNT MADGE”.

El'ITED BT

liBmoa

netl.-inal

aubfttwmmt*.

fllutual StnrtU (Solumn

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

at

MA1EB.

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY^ AT
omega

BAR HARBOR AND
®ace*
Hinehlllofflee onen

LAW.

AT

BLUEHILL,

ME.

T »B<1 « Ml- DesertBloea,

Saturdara.

BIjZjSWOHlTB

STEAM
ASD
••NO

LAUNDRY
HATH BOOMS.

PAT,

NO

WA8HKK.”

All kind* of laundry work done nt ihort no
tier. Good, called for and dellvnrrd.
H. K. KSTKT A CO.,
Wm* Rnd Rrldae,
Kllaworth. kl.

Pauper Notice.

K undersigned hereby give* notice that he
lias contracted with the city of Ellsworth
'or the support of the poor, during the
ensuing
vear, and has made ample provision for their
-upport. He therefore forbid* all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on hla account, as without his written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. Harry S. Jokes.

rll

CLOSES

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
I)B. H. W. Hat nks
begs to notify his patrons
And others that until further
notice ids dental
rooms will be closed on
Wedneadar afternoons
Ellsworth, Oct. 25. 1»».

JJELVIN

A.

WARDWELL,

M. D

Graduate of Bellevue Hospital Medical
College.

Penobscot,

.1

state has
tlcularly California, where the
tract tn
purchased and set apart a large
the northern part of the state; Pennsyla
vania, where, in addition to setting apart

FOREST PRESERVATION.
THE DANGER LINE IN CUTTING

state

HAS BEEN REACHED.

laud
THE

SITUATION

FEW

A

WHAT MUST BE DONE.

How to preserve
tbelr

and

area

our

to

of the most

one

important problems presented

only

not

to

people of Maine, but also tbe inhabievery other state of tbe union.
That section of North America now
known as tbe United States was, at the
time of tbe discovery of the western continent, one of the best wooded sections
of tbe world. The whole of the New
England, middle and southern states was
one dense forest of pine, fir, oak, hickory,
the

tants of

Cyprus, spruce,
chestnut, beech and

cedar, walnut, birch,
sycamore. When the early settlors came
they had these forests to contend with.
Clearings had to be made, and by arduous
work tbe woodlands were transformed
into fertile fields where corn and grain
•could be raised for man's subsistence. It
was
those
but natural
that
sturdy

pioneers

should

forest

treea of tbe

to look upon tbe
enemies to be sub-

learn
as

gotten rid of.
From tbe earliest days lumber haj been
one of tbe chief articles of commerce In
dued and

tbls

We

country.

quantities of lumber

to

export
Europe,

Indies and South America.

enormous

the

Weet

With the

ex-

ception of Germany, Sweden and Norway
tbe Daublan provinces and Austria- Hunflrarv.

the countries of Eurnne

on

advancing

baa been

population

In

in all material

ways

•atrldee that the

supply of lumber from

our

foresfs is

-own

such

with

scarcely equal

now

rapid
to

our

demands.

The total forest

area

of

United

tbe

uern

represented by the forestry
division of the agricultural department,

Btatea

of

waste

brush

forestry

very

bureau

has

made

an

calculation and he has

perhaps

true that

ber

be lumbered

can

after

an

area
over

their lands.
Shall the State of

Maine, which is 60
motto, Dirigo, and which in
10 many ways has lived up to the full
meaning of that magic word, look on relignedly while the destruction of the

diameter

in

were

wood upon which the State’s life and prosperity depends, goes on unrestrained, and
not take any action in the matter? There
s the same authority under the constitu;iou for the State to examine the

A

)f

on

to tbe

forest

Maine has three

feet board

on

A

spool

.he

con1

hundred

years

ago

Hampshire, Vermont, New
Pennsylvania could boast of

Maine,
York
vast

New

while pine.

West of the

years ago, were covered with forests
and the predominating tree was the while
pine. Now it is estimated that ail the
available white pine in all these stales

fifty

have in

is

forests muBt

cease or

generations

our

that in two

timber

or

so

far

as

and

paper

at

over

lumber
and

*250,000,000 feet more, and the

re-

to

question

whether our forests can continue to stand
this constant annual drain is one of the
most serious questions confronting the

lies in their

of

people
w’ere

Maine

managed

as

to-day.

If

the Black

our

forests

forest

and

other forests in
nish more than

Germany, they would fur-

annually for

indefinite period.

a

an

600,000,000

feet of timber

Iu this and other states in this country,
total disregard of even ordinary care in
the young growth has been

preserving

the

the rule rather than
many

exception.

In

stumpage has been sold with

cases

the right to strip the land of any lumber
$28,520;
large enough to be used iu any part of
priation la $185,440.
areas
that forest
lumber manufacture, or large enough to
It is now recognized
factor
and indispensable
be cut into chips for the digester of tha
are an important
and regulating
in collecting the rainfall
pulp mill. Washington county, In this
in turn, are
the flow of Btreams which,
the so-called desert
reclaiming
in
essential
In 1891 a law waa
lands by irrigation.
the President to set apart
enabling
passed
any suitable portion
as forest reservations
Pres. Cleveland’s
of the public domain.
this law, in 1897, set
proclamation under
acres in thirteen new
apart over 21,000,000
tbe same law, Pres.
Under
reserves.
forest
to time, set apart
time
from
McKinley,
tlil the whole number
reservations,
other
number 46 828,149.
of acres now reserved
to
forestry is being applied

Practical
1 these reservations.
referred
The speaker than

experiments

in

forest

»t

engtA*°
being

preservation

states, mentioning
tried in several

State,

was

once

one

of the

best lumber
I need not

New England.
ask anyone who has travelled across that
great county what it is to-day. Other
sections of the State might be cited, the

counties iu

prosperity of which has passed
passing of the forests.
WHAT IT

MEANS

TO

with the

M.AINE.

The preservation of our forests means
permanent employment for thousands of
wage-earners.

j

par-1

It

means

itant

be

not

so

con-

There will be

as now.

large interest

on

tbe invest-

What other State could set apart as reervations three such sections aH the six
O WllHUI

pa

;

CUUIH1II

IIIl{

IUO UVD

gionii

townships that conain the great Moosebead lake with Kineo
nd the Spencer mountains, or the twelve
ownshfps that would include dur highest
(ovation, Mount Katahdln and the beau*

ley lakes,

the ten

or

Could these
West branch lakes.
sections be set apart for use as State
arks, posterity would have cause to hold

1 iful

1 hree
*

*n

remembrance the wisdom
grateful
foresight of the public-spirited men

B nd

rbo

were

H □ch a

instrumental in

bringing

about

desirable result.

| In closing Mr. Wiggin recommended
1 battbe State board of trade appoint a
c ommittee to look thoroughly into the
c uestion of forest preservation, and that
1

r

! such action seems appropriate after the
aport of the committee has been received/

1 lie board address the

legislature by
otherwise; that immediate
arouse
to
8 :eps betaken
public interest;
1 tiat Arbor day be more generally observin
a
course
e i; and that
forestry be estab1 shed at the University of Maine.]
1

ltions

reso-

or

Indispensable Sinn.
Some of the most successful business
The

r ien

in

this

country

make it

a

rule to

ispense with the services of any man in
t ieir employ, no matter how important
L is position may be, as soon as he comes
1 ) regard himself as “indispensable.”
This may seem harsh and even uubusiesslike, but if we look into it we *ikall
{ nd that there is wisdom in this prac~
^ ,ce. Experience proves that the moment

civilization,

perity,

preservation

powers.

of

our

iWagnificenfc water

Other great Industries,
#

mail looks upon himself as absolutely
ecessary he usually ceases to exercise
t > the fullest extent the faculties which
1 ave helped him to rise to that indlspenHe becomes arrogant and
abie point.
* ictatorial.and his influence in an organiatiou is bound to be more or less deraorlizing. Many concerns have been seriembarrassed by the conduct of
c usly
r lanagers, superintendents or heads of
reached poc epartments after
► rtions where they thought no one else
a

they(had

c

as

the

Duld take their places.—Success.
A Potent Plea.

eh?” said the
lagistrate to the defendant, who was a
or
single?”
^ rifle deaf. “Married
“Married,” replied the defendant in a
<
>w voice.
“H’m! What’s your excuse for being
ii ruak? Speak louder.”
“I say I’m married,” the defendant
£ houted this time.
I’m
That’s sufBcient excuse.
“Ah!
Discharged!”—Philadelr larried myself.
Record.
1 hia

“Huggins is

comfortable

homes for the wives aud children of these
It means
laborers.
prosprogress and happiness. It means

the

he case during the last twenty-five years
ind, unlesHHeieutiflcexpertH are all wrong,

t

Toe amount of timber of all kinds
quired by the saw mills amounts

On tbe flrst of

same

nacle to pay
oent.

au-

paper

go on for the next
years at the same rate aud in
reckless manner that has been

ould be made to grow. Such land could
>e purchased at a low price per acre and
iy proper regulations and care could be

present

mills.

July last, what had
the division
been up to that time simply
of forestry of the agricultural department
of the bureau of
was raised to tbe dignity
divisions under it.
forestry, having three
number of perThree years ago the whole
division was
sona employed in the forestry
whole number is 125.
the
now
eleven;
whole appropriation
Three years ago the
for the present year the approwas
power.

pulp

f2,300,000. It requires
over 350,000,000 feet of 6pruce
nually to supply these pulp
is

minded and far-seeing men throughout
the land have
the length and breadth of
and
become alarmed at the thoughtless
reckless methods pursued in lnmbering
national governoperations, and both the
are beginning
ment and state legislatures
to tbe necessity of Immediate
wake
up

monster

The
the annual product is flS,000,000.
amount paid iu wages is more than fo,000,
000, and the sum paid for wood annually

resources

more
Happily there Is a brighter and
Broadhopeful Bide to the problem.

to

one

The total amount of capital invested iu the pulp and paper manufacture
In Maine is f30.000,000. The total value of

BRIGHTER SIDE.

and drastic action

besides

Falls.

will be exhausted.
A

Maine

plant in process of erection at Kumford

reached and that the reckless destruction
our

in the

manufacture of

plain

three

stands second

country
We
pulp and paper.
to-day thirty pulp mills
and twenty-eight paper mills, and there
only

states will be as destitute of lumber as
It
Michigan and Minnesota are to-day.
that the danger line has been
Is
of

to-day

to New'York In this

But let tbe destruct-

forests

our

Tbe poorest and cheapest land in the
adapted to forest growth, such as
he sides of hills and mountains, rocky
nd barren lands where nothing but trees

ftW TWTC PTTT.P

Maine

enormous.

supply the demand for the lumber in this country alone lor six yearn.
The dense forests of Washington, Oregon
and California are fast falling before the
lumberman's axe, and In a few years those
would not

other

Hate is

pulp and paper first began to be
from wood, poplar only
was used.
Popular is a fast-growing
wood, Miid there are ample supplies of it
in Maine to-day. But spruce is now the
favorite pulp wood, and the demand for
spruce to supply t he great palp and paher plants of the country is something i

lakes, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, as late as
of

all

viuter.

manufactured

forests

than

greater and
nore disastrous Hoods in tbe spring be1 ;ause tbe forest lands,
being stripped, will
lot retain tbe rain or the water from the
netting snows, while on tbe other hand
he rivers will run very low during the
leated summer and during tbe fall and

When

and

of

rivers which

Industrial de-

the

State

he volume of water will
1

been taken.

nVMAVn

for

the

California.

wenty-five

j 13,440,000 acres of forest land in our State,
standing timber In the whole country at the annual
growth would be 672,000,000
j
Is
2
feet.
300,000,000,000
present time
feet board measure.
The annual lumber cut of the whole |
If we assume that 500,000,000 feet of the
country can be given quite accurately. It j
growth belongs to our spruce timber, we
amounts at the present time, to 40 000,000
j shall just about equal the average cut of
000 feet.
spruce annually for the last live years. In
From these figures we can readily comother words, we have leached the danger
pute that in fifty-seven years the whole line in the cut of spruce timber in this
area
of
the
States
will
be
forest
United
State. Iu regard to pine timber, the dancut over at tbe present annual rate of cutger line has long been passed, the interest
inting. We have come to a point where
long since ceased to supply the demand,
of
creased drains means a squandering
and to-day the principal is nearly excapital, and where regard to the husband- hausted. Already we cau begin to see the
ing and careful management of our for- end of our white birch supply, unless far
ests is required for the purpose merely of
different methods of cutting are adopted.
furnishing raw material for our own con- It is estimated that from 35,000,000 to
sumption. If we inquire into the supply 40,000,000 feet of white birch are cut each
of certain kinds of timber we wilt be
year in Maine, and hitherto not much reamazed to find out how tbe best aud most
gard has been had to reserving the small
our
forests are being
useful trees of
trees. Anything that could be sawed into
tbinued out and even threatened with a
has
extinction.

of

Hamp-

New
or

important

combined.

causes

the

entire

York,

New

more

velopment

On the

measure.

doue

aave

It is

growth Vcr acre
not under forestry regula-

areas

fifty

tions is

Pennsylvania,

ihire, Minnesota, Michigan

servative estimate of the

conclusion that the amount of marketable

right of

nnineut domain that there is in the state

twenty

taken.

of its

j

your name,

It isu,t the stage that needs elevating—
i’s the public.
tops the Cough and Works off the Cold*
Laxative Bromo-Qulnlne Tablets cure a cold
In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents

days of specialists. You
need the judgment of a specialist

when you buy

ordering

loose, per ton...13 d 14
20

Baled.

Vegetable*.
Carrots, lb
Sweet potatoes, lb
Turnips, lb
Beets, It.
Cabbage,

03

20
05
12
10

Pea,

specially

of

im-

^

tea-plant but Chase

pound 1

Fruit.
The best apples are now quoted at 35 cents a
peck.
Apples, pk
25£35 Oranges, doz
.353.45
lo Lemons, doz
Cranberries, qt
ISgiW

“OfcKifNAL PA CMAon’*
TEAS.
OrLorr < Formosa Oolonjf).
Koh-i-n— * (Ene Breakfast).
Oka nob i‘B ioB (India & Ceylon).

Groceries.
Coffees are firmer, but no advance in local retail prices. Soap Is on the the rise.
Coilee— per ft
.06 §.08
Rice, per ft
.16 §.26 Pickles, per gal .40 §.60
Klo,
.40
.25 £.75
Mocha,
Olives, bottle
.37 Vinegar— per gal—
Java,
Pure elder,
.20
Tea—per ft—
.05
Japan,
.45§.65 Cracked wheat,
.30 * 65 Outmeal, per lb
.04
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.06 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
.06 Rye meal,
.04
Yellow, C
.05# Granulated meal,ft 02#
Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.85
Havana,
.568.69
Linseed,
Porto Rico,
.50
12
Kerosene,
.60
Astral oil,
15
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.

Lumber—per M—
11 §13
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 gl3
12 §16
Spruce,
10 £20
Spruce iloor,
Pine,
12§15
Matched pine,
15 §20
Shingles—per M—
2 75
Cedar, extra
2 35
clear,
"
2d clear,
1 85
"

”

brick

& Sanborn, who hold themselves respon-r
""i,
sible for every package.
Try a half

02
75£90 Squash, lb
04
Pie pumpkins,each lu
02 Citron, II.
03 Celery, bunch
02 1'arsnlps, It.
02 Beans—perqt—
.02
imp Yellow

u

pound lead

between you and the

i°p»f..
Potatoes, bti

half

by

get it

can

ported. It costs no more than any other
good tea. .These teas are bought growing
in the garden, and every step thereafter is
supervised by specialists. No one stands

Poultry.

Onions,

a

You

tea.

Chase & Sanborn's Tea,

28

Neufchatel..

Hay.
Best

are

THESE

Dairy....;....2i324

Eggs are atlii higher. Wo quote the selling
price to day.
Fresh laid, per doz.
30

Maine timber tract of over 300,000 acres.
These two companies and tbe Berlin
Mills Co. employ skilled foresters
on

proud

Creamery per lb...

■

Cheese.
Be»t factory (icw) per »>.16 ,18
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported).
90
Eggs.

Paper Co., which
pulp and paper mills In this

I

Vu8hel

large

It owns In Maine. This rule
provides that no tree less than twelve
Inches In diameter breast high shall be
cat.
The Ureat Northern Paper Co.,
which owns the paper mills at Millnock-

years, provided the first cut was not very
close aud no trees less than ten or twelve
inches

November 8.1901.

WUOHT. AND MKASCR,.

own-

many

which

more

of spruce timthe second time
or

R.QAUIIHO

in

State, made and are enforcing a rigid rule
In cutting lumber on the 300,000 acres or

plant to the

fifteen

interval of

an

LAW

the small

former large owners,
particular interest in

heirs of

nine

owns

uuaru

high.

are

owners

and strictness.
The International

7,500,000,000 during

than

tree to grow from the small
tree of ftfteeu Inches breast

approxi-

come

or more

im,

cases

from

as

and the

•ud many of them draw their contracts
for the sale of stumpage with great care

drawing on our lumber resources without
auy particular regard to the future. It
requires from 150 to 200 years for a spruce

lands and tracts

thinly stocked with trees.
Yet tbe forestry bureau says that an area
of more than 400,000,00J acres of well timbered forest land is required to supply the
demands of our own country for lumber.
No reliable statistics are at hand from
which to estimate the available amount
of standing timber in tbe United States,
but one of the foremost authorities in the
are

idu,uuu,uuu

limn

The small

owners

they have no
their lands except to realize as much
money as possible from them at once.
The large owners are more conservative,

century. These are enormous
tlgures, and they represent a continual

Alaska, Is less than 500,000,000
acres.
A large part of this hardly deserves
the name of forest because it consists

mate

mure

measure,
the balf

exclusive of

that

is

ers.

and

years ago the State owned a
It is use-

as

mainly

targe companies

sighted policy pursued by the State in
parting with Its lands, much of which
waa sold for 12 cents per acre, notwithstanding the fact that it was covered with
valuable timber.
From the earliest days,Maine has been a
lumbering State. The average lumber
cut ou the Penobscot river for every year
during the past fifty years in round num-

and

the

can

from the extensive land

less to recall here the reckless and short-

tbe rest of tbe world for their
supply of lumber. The foreign demand
for lumber to-day la greater than ever before. In tbe meantime our own country
eot

they took posession.
State do, and what can
the State board of trade do? The danger
to our forests does not come so much

to the

Fifty

poses.

found it when

What

large portion of the wild lands.

dervenrt-

are

they

part remaining in the
wilderness state aud we have 21,200 miles
of woods or forest land in Maine, a territory equal in extent to the combined areas
of Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Connecticut. We see by these figuree that,
notwithstanding the fearful inroads made
in our forest by fire and the lumberman’s
axe, Maine is still a weli wooded state.
It must not be understood, however,
that the whole wooded area consists of
timber lands. It is doubtful whether onehalt of it may be so considered. The
wooded areas include anything covered
by trees, no matter If those trees are
utterly worthless for commercial purAdd that

W*dke»d*t.
*AIN»

A bushel of
Liverpool salt shall welsh 80
s
01 Tarka
suit shall
weigh 70 pounds.
I he standard weight of a bushei of
potatoes,
in goo. order and lit for
shipping,
B is 60 1
pouods
of apples, 44 pounds.
Tho standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good onler and lit Tor
shipping, is 62 pounds,
ur Wheat, beets,
ruta-l.aga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 5C pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50
pounds; of parsnips.45 pounds;
of barley aim
buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
or even Pleasure as by agreement.
»rw0un<
is
a
tnd there
moral obligation resting on
prices quoted below are the retail prices
..V,®
at
answorth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
each generation to leave to their success- these
what they are likely to receive in trade
ors and heirs
the landed estates which ; or cash for their products.
they received from their fathers in a
Country Produce,
better and more valuable condition than Rutter.

MAINE’S FOREST LAND.
Maine has, in round numbers, about
31,500 square miles of surface. The area
of lakes, ponds and river surfaces is about
3,200 square miles. There are in farms
9,000 square miles. That would leave in
the wilderness state, 19,300 square miles.
It is estimated that 2,400 square miles included in the farm lands consist of woods.

hemlock, poplar, maple,

Many

resources.

many and vaof them are practi-

cally inexhanstable. There Is no dauger
>f exhausting our granite; there is no
la tiger of exhausting oar lime ; there is
so danger of exhausting our slate.
But
>ur lumber resource is worth a hundred
more
all
limes
than
these combined, and
his resource is in great danger of being
exhausted, possibly not during our lives,
but we do not live for ourselves alone,

their county coramisioners during
in
the period the trees are maintained
45
good condition, a sum not to exceed
recents per acre; New York, where the
servation plan is being tried on a large
lie
scale, and in New Hampshire where,
said, a "vigorous policy undoubtedly
will be inaugurated in the near future.”

forests and Increase

value is

ried

reservation, the owners of forest
to
containing not less than fifty trees

from

1 Address of Francis W Iff in, of Portland,
the State Board of Trade.]

KLIaSWORTH MARKKTS.

This State has

juestlou.

measure not
acre, each of these trees to
feet
less than eight inches in diameter six
from the ground, shall receive annually

COMPARED WITH THE PRE8BNT—•

and woolen industries and
all
industries that depend on water for
are
interested
In
this
,heir power,
great
mtton
>ther

an

AGO

YEARS

■

!
«

-“J

I

l

1 25
125

Spruce,

Hemlock.

Clapboards—per M
Extra spruce,
8pruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

—

24 §26
17 @18
35 §60
35 §60

Spruce,

2.00

.04 §.06
Nalls, per 1b
Cement, per cask 1 50
extra oi*e,
1 65 Lime, per cask
95
125 Brick, per M
7*11
•‘.No.*,
*•
.75 VVhlte lead, pr ft .05 §.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Beef,lb:
Pork, ft.
.15 § .30
Steak,
Chop,
14gl5
.12 3.25
.<8
Roasts,
Pigs’feet,
.08 3.10
15 @.18
Cornett,
Ham, per ft
18
.10
Shoulder,
Tongues,
.05
.16 £18
Bacon,
Tripe,
Veal:
Salt
.12§13
.18
Lard,
.14gl5
Steak,
Round hog,lb 07 §07#
Roasts,
.103.12
12
Lamb:
Sausage,
tb
10£20 Venison,
15g20
Lamb,
C5
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish.

Cod,
Halibut,
Mackerel,

05
20

12

lb

Haddock,
Clams, qt
Oysters, qt

Lobsters,
Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
Broken,
Dry hard, 3 00 §5 00
2 00 *3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
100*1 25
Nut,

05

20
40

20

ft

ton—
6 50
6 50
6 50
6 50

1-

—i

Blacksmith's
6 06
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour Is feeling the upward pressure, and
wholesale prices have advanced on some grades
from 25 to 40 cents a barrel. No change Is
quoted In Ellsworth.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bbl—
1 46
Straights, 4 25*4 75
150
St. Louis roller,
Corn, bag
40 £50
4 25*475 Oats, bu
15
4 50£5o0 Shorts—bag— 1 10 g
Patents,
Mixed feed,haw
1.15*1.20
Middlings, bag
1.20 £1.30

NONE OF THIS
WITH ONE OF OUR

CLARION
STOVES, RANGES
OR FURNACES.

§

Hides which have been up to 7 cents are now
down to 6 cents.
Lamb skins,
.25 *.50
Hides—per tb—
0C Tallow—per ft—
Ox,
Os
.01#
Cow,
Rough,
C4
.04#
Tried,
Bull,
Calf skins, green

Insist on having the kind

Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,
^

1

(

i

Heavy Brain.

It is stated by an authority that the
weight of a man’s brain has nothing to
do with his mental power. It Is a quesThe
tion of climate, not of intellect.
colder the climate, the greater the size
heads
of
The
all
the
brain.
of
largest
are those of the Chugatshes, who live
very far north, and next come the heads
of the Lapps.
writ, is Illustrated by
a hotel at Lucerne, Switzerland, which
announces that “the menu of this hotel
leaves the guest nothing to hope for.”

a

Friday, the following
John Englis,

held in Boston

directors:

elected

W.

Morse,

York;

New

Capt«

James T. Morse, Calvin Austin and R. B#
Fuller, of Boston; Col. J. Manchester
Haynes, of Augusta; Hon. William T.
Cobb, of Rockland, and James B. Drake,
of Bath. At a subsequent meeting of the
directors R. B. Fuller was elected president; Calvin Austin and James B. Drake,
vice-presidents, and Mr. Austin was
chosen

general

Thomas

ALL

THE

SAME

SIZE.

wires

are

provided,

between

which

the

knife runs,and an adjustable gauge determines the thickness of the slices, which
may be as thiu or as fat as ouo pleases.

the

To

use

his

napkin properly.

To wait patiently to be served.
To answer promptly.
To say, “Thank you.”
Never to interrupt and never to contradict.
To always say, "Excuse me. please,”
trhen leaving the table before the rest of
the party.
To fold his napkin and put back his
chair or push it close to the table before
leaving.
And after leaving the table not to return.

is

Chesuncook
branch

west

of

small town

a

the

and there have been many bloody rows at
the place. A few years ago a man was
shot

To take his seat quietly.

week at Chesuncook.

Penobscot,
thirty miles below Northeast Carry. It is
a settlement of about tweuty
families,
largely of French descent, who have
married and intermarried until relationships are badly tangled and many of the
people are degenerate. Gero sold liquor,
on

vertical piece along one edge for the
A pair of upright
loaf to rest against.

last

coroner’s jury says his wife is the

murderer.

a

managor.

Gero, sr., aged sixty-five years,

murdered

was

The

Icacli the Child—
a

At

Co.,

Charles

Needle Threader.

A machine which threads 1,000 needles
a minute is at work in St. Gall, Switzerland. The purpose of the machine is to
thread needles that are placed afterward
in an embroidery loom for making Swiss
The device is almost
or Hamburg lace.
automatic. It takes the needle from a
carries
it
along and threads,
hopper,
ties the knot, cuts the thread off a uniform
length, then carries the needle
across an open space and sticks it in a
work of threading these neeThe
rack.
dles was formerly done by hand.

Wlnnowlngs of News*
Novelty and Nonsense.
meeting o( the Eastern Steamship

Week’s

One

were

There is none
In all thi3 cold and hollow world, no fount
Of deep, strong, deathless love, save that within
A mother’s heart.

she is

I

CARIBOU.

KITTKRY TO

A Bread illeer.

as

I

■—

A Connecticut genius, Edmond N. Corriveau, has just patented a bread cutter
which wiii enable the clumsiest “hired
girl” to cut a loaf into slices of exactly
equal thickness, beautiful to see w’hen
piled on a plate. It is a flat board, with

English

|

WOOD & BISHOP COMPANY,
BANGOR, HE.

When Felicia Dorothea Hemans was
a little girl only thirteen years old, she
bad a volume of poems ready for publication. And very, very excellent poems
they were, too, noble of thought and
sweetly reverent. When she was nineteen
years old, she married a military commander whose health had been shattered
by the vicissitudes of camp life. He was
irritable aud trying, but this little girl,
with her soul full of poetry and ill the
pure, lovely thought that can c<>»<3 to a
good woman, went her unhappy way with
courage aud fortitude, writing verses that
will live as a distinct part of English
What could be sweeter than
literature.
her way of describing mother love?

What Cause*

JH
E]

Established 18J9.

.10
.08§.12
.06
.10

Felicia Dorothea Hrmani,

A

9

that

will save money for you. Buy
the Clarion.
If your dealer does not have the
Clarion, write to us.

.25*1.00

Figs,

or

—

Hide* and Tallow.

Dried Fruit.
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 3.15
Apples, string
.10*.14 Apples, sliced

j

gas escapes from the
joints no dirt in the Moose. afi
No waste cl fue',
joints, doors and sNder'. are made
tight the tire is always under
absolute control.
A stove, range or furnace that
is made with less care will scon
cost twice as much for fuel and
No dust

and

drunken

killed
row.

at

Chesuncook
have

There

been

in

a

other

shooting and stabbing affrays. The story
of Gero’s murder as learned by the officers
who made the trip there by canoe, is that
on

Tuesday

of

last

week

there

was

a

drinking bout at Gero’s. Mrs. Gero drank
with the rest. After all but one of their
drunken guests had left, a quarrel arose
between Mr. and Mrs. Gero over the
of a meal. In the affray, Mrs.
Gero slashed her husband in the groin,
severing the femoral artery. He bled to
Mrs. Gero has
death in a few minutes.

preparation

• been

lodged

in the

jail

at

Dover.

of stores in the vicinity would,
for their own protection, voluntarily
contribute to the slight expense necessary, and see that the repairs are

owners

€t)n eiwortl) American.
AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A LO«

PUBLISHED

water course is one of the
to the city because
of the drainage it affords, but at the
same time it becomes a menace if not
This

AT

greatest blessings

LLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT TUB

haMu

OLLIK8, Editor and

w

V.

COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

v

Manager.

*
Yesterday’s Flections.
Yesterday was election day in many

Price—#2.00 a year; #1.00 for
50 cents for three months; If
y In advance, #140,76 and 38 cents
Y All arrearages are reckoned at
I per year.
Kates—Are reasonable, ana will

Gal>*cri|»'
*lx m

ii

>-

paid *tr><
vacpeci*
»ne rate

Advcrti
be ma>i>

own on

Su.

Fr.

Sa.

AA

jj_4

invariably proves the case when
the people are thoroughly aroused to a
moral issue, decency triumphed. We
will indeed have fallen upon sad times
most

AAA AA
”l3 14 15 16
19 20 A 22 23

10 11 12

17;RJ
A

£r±\

Ar

aa

AJ

AV

At

aa

aa

aa
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OU

when this ceases to be true.
In other parts of New York state the

victory
There

a.

few

8:17
p. m.

oon

state

ticket in the field.

democratic nominee.
Massachusetts elected Crane, republican, governor by something like 50,-

regular

3:23

uarter

generally republican.

was

was no

Albany and Buffalo went republican.
Troy elected a reform mayor ovey the

MOON’S PHASES.
Third

to

Seth Low,
many rule in New York.
the fusion candidate for mayor, was
elected by something like 50,000 over
Shepard, the Tammany candidate.
It was not a party fight. The decent
people of the city had risen above
party lines, and it was a fight of
decency against indecency. As al-

1901

Tu. We. Th.

(f»;

generally

were

It is
the republicans.
an “off year’’ in politics, and the vote
in most instances was small.
The most gratifying victory of the
election was the overthrow of Tam-

satisfactory

application.

NOVEMBER

The results

states.

Bustnesf ummnnlcations should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to, The
Hawcock <;ocnty Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Marne.

1901

cleared of obstructions.

kept properly

tn.

000

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1901.

There

plurality.

falling off in the
made

was

general

a

The democrats

vote.

slight gains in the legislature.
republican by 50,000. The

Ohio is

STATE OF MAINE.

rantihlinonti

m

o/ln

rroino

f

tbe state. Both branches of the legislature are safely republican.
New Jersey went republican by
something like 7,000.
Rhode Island is republican by a
smaller vote than last year.

<—

j

Early

returns from Nebraska Indicate that tbe republicans have carried
the state by 3,000 to 5,000.

Pennsylvania’s
light,
state
attorney-general
candidate. The republican candidate
Day of Public Thanksgiving is elected by something like 50,000.
In Maryland there was no state
_and Prayer.
ticket. The democrats carried Baltivote was very
being tbe only

By tli« Governor.

A PROCLAMATION.
For

a

Following tbe

Inaugurated by our
forefathers and cherished by pious observance
through many generations. In conformity with
tbe proclamation of our President, 1, John F.
Hill, Governor of the State of Maine, with the
advice

and

custom

consent

more.

Virginia and Mississippi are democratic on light votes.
Iowa is republican by an increased

of the Executive Council,

majority.

hereby appoint
Thursday, the Twenty-eighth Day of No-

For the second time since it

vember Current,
as a day of public thanksgiving to God for Ills
manlford blessings and of remembrance of His
loving kindness.
Upon that day let labor be suspended, and
gathering In your accustomed places of wor
ship, let all join in making It a time of grateful
and genuine thanksgiving.
The present year has been one of abundant
prosperity to our State; the rewards of honesi
Industry and well directed effort have nevet
been greater, and as we rejoice over bountiful
harvest-* and tbe success which has crowned out
•‘ftirls

•*Vt*rv

fluid

nndaaviir

lot

V
was

partially destroyed by fire last winter,
the old veterinary hospital on School
street was fired by an incendiary.
There is well-grounded suspicion as to
who is responsible for the fires. There
have been other fires, evidently of incendiary origin, which, perhaps, may
be traced to the same source.
It is
about time to put a stop to this dangerous practice. While the buildings
have been practically worthless, ad-

„a rainam

ber tbe poor and unfortunate; let our gratitude
for health and plenty be expressed not alone Id
words, but In deeds of charity and benevolence
that all ma> have cause for thankfulness.
Given at the Executive Chamber, at Augusta,
this fourth day of November, in the year ol
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
one, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and

joining property is threatened,
reputation of the city is injured,

the
and

if the incendiary fires continue, property-owners will suffer by increased
insurance rates.
We believe an inIf the
vestigation should be made.

city authorities do

twenty-sixth.

insurance
will.

JOHN F. HILL.

By the Governor.
Byron Boyd, Secretary of State.

not

act, the State

probably

commissioner

“Boss Croker” is

humorist. Ee
ascribes Tammany’s defeat yesterday
For The Public lieulth.
(
Supt.-of-Scbools Stuart has had a I “to the large silent vote, and the fact
good piece of work done on the drain i that the people sometimes feel that
near the School street grammar school j ihey want a change.” 4 Aye, verily!
1 The
people of New York.did want a
building.
One
which

branch
drains

a

change.

of the water course
this entire section ol

Tammany has again lost its grip on
Ellsworth, runs near the schoolhouse. the
throat of New York city.
Now
The culvert across the Lincoln street
watch ’em run to cover.
extension, near the schoolhouse,
__
caved in last spring. This backed up
MA1NK >aUi;INKS.
considerable water, and made worse a
condition which was bad enough be- !
Big Pack This Yenr. Prices Low, but
fore. The pool of stagnant and conProfits Fair.
taminated water near the school was
a menace to the school children and
Tbe sardine canning season In Maine Is
the neighborhood.
To remove it, a drawing to a close. Already several facsubstantial stone culvert was built tories have shut down for the year. While
across the Lincoln street extension, close time does nut begin until Dec. 1, and
and the water course was dug out and the fish are as plenty hh tbey have ever
been, tbey are toj large for cauning purcleared from all obstruction from that
flowage to a
back of the John M. Hale
stable, which should receive attention
immediately from the
propertyowners on which it exists, or from
the store keepers on the north side of
Main street, who are the greatest

of stores in the vicinity.
It is only a short distance from the
point where the obstruction is to the
stone drain which crosses Main street
the Whiting store.
It is estimated that it would cost not more
than 840 or 850 to clear the drain and
cover it substantially. This, it is believed, would remove all danger of
near

flooded cellars from this source in the
future.
The drain is on private property,
and it is not within the province of
the
the city authorities to make
It may be in the
needed repairs.
province of the board of health to
order the

repairs

made by the propseems as if the

erty-owners, but it

product

tuis year will be very

large.
InJuuetbd market for sardines such
hh are canned in Maine was quite stiff, t tie j
wholesale price running as high as |4 !

point just

sufferers because of it.
The old wooden covering of tbe
drain at this point has fallen in and
obstructs the flow of water. In times
of heavy rains or spring thaws, the
drain overflows here and floods cellars

The

poses.

point School street.
Tbe water now has free
to

j

a

case.

price
this

For tbe

is down to

price

same

$2.25

quality

a case.

tbe factories

have

now

But

even

the
at

packed
price of the fish, on
account of the large supply during the
summer, dropped from fll a hogshead to
immense lot.

an

The

price of the raw material
possible for tbe cauuers to pack
at a fair profit.
The nioety sardine factories in Maiue
represent an iuvested capital of more than
*3.

The low

made it

?500,000, and this year they have given
employment to over 8,000 persons almost
continuously since May. It is estimated
that 1 he pack this year will be the largest
on record, approximating 1,500,000 cases,
The value of the product will not be so
large as last y ear, when it was $2,932,434,
but the profits will compare very favorably
with those of former years.
Before the
goods are sold tbe market may prove better than it is at the present time.
■■■■—■■1

1

Prominent Aroostook Lawyer Dead.
Yinal B. Wilson, a prominent resident
of Houlton, and for twenty-five years a
member of the Aroostook bar, died suddenly at Bangor, Monday night.
Mr. Wilson had been failing in health
for some time, and suffered from heart
disease, which was tbe cause of his death.

County Sewn,

iff

It is the night after a day of battle.
With face uncovered, pale under the
lendeu sky. a young soldier Is lying.
Elis linnds are black with powder and
his

clothes are pierced with ballet
holes. lie was In the very heart of the
battle, under full Are. and his comrades. seeing him fall, believe him to
lie dead. But he still lives. He- calls
with all his remaining strength, but the
only response Is moans and the gurgle
of the death rattle. At last numb with
cold and pain, exhausted by the whistling of grape and canister, the flashing of cannons and all the scenes of a
bloody contest and overcome by the
deep quiet of natnre. he Is on the point
of giving up and abandoning himself to
sleep or to death.
Suddenly oa the farofT horizon he
sees through his half open eyes three
black si>ecks come out of tbe north and

Governor

HU! has

giving proclamation

Nov. 28.

The strange wild animal which has
Brooksville for several years past
Is there on its annual visit. Capt. Thomas
Tapley and Harvey Dodge are the latest
ones to be favored with a glimpse of the
troubled

V

Florence Dann left Friday night
Boston, where she expects to remain

Miss

season.

animal.

Mrs.
Lizzie Dunn
and
Bragdon
daughter Gertrude, of Lamoine, are visiting relatives here.
Miss Cassilena Springer is in Boston,
tilling a position which will keep her employed for the winter.

famine! One Manset
firm alone has this season bandied 1,500,000
pounds of fish, mostly cod, hake and
pollock. Moat of these fish were split and
Talk about

|

a

fish

of this business at

Tho extent

cured.

Manset is but little appreciated by the
Mary Havey, who closed her house people of Hancock county generally.
here last week, is employed as housekeepThey should spend a day at the fish
er for J. B. Redman, at Ellsworth.
wharves.
Lincoln C. Bragdon has been confined
The little community of 1-akewood, in
to his bouse with a severe attack of asthEllsworth, has three couples who have
ma.
He is able now to be at his store.
^ been married more than fifty years. Mr.
a

by Mistake and Then

Away.
Bowker, of Marshfield, waa buntlast Saturday,
ing on the Machlae river
when be was shot by eome on* bunting In

Gordon enterained her young
Hallowe’en party Thursday

the vicinity.
Bowker w*a crossing an open field.
The report of a rifle rang out from the
woods near by, and a ball penetrated
Bowker's thigh. The hunter who shot
him

ran

away.

buckled his belt tightly about
wounded leg to stop the flow of blood,
and tried to drag himself out to where be
could find assistance. He fell after going
Bowker

_

Mrs.

Miss Lola

Man

a

I .wills

wife last week.

friends at

Shoot*

Runs

Brookevilie wild ducks are
Over
so tame they kill them with a pitchfork.

Mrs. Webber, of East Bluebili,
guests of Pastor Powlesland and

for the

for

his Thanks-

at West

Mr. and

for

issued

v

Miss Lula Havey has a position in the
law office o! J. B. Redman. In Ellsworth.
were

COWARDLY HUNTER

COUNTY GOSSIP.

other pa get.

Krnnkhn.

by Alphonse Daudet.

made.

VEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

EVKH

THREE RAVENS

NEWS."

COUNTY
For Additional

Mrs. John Moore have been married
fifty-seven years; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Garland fifty-five years; and Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Frazier, who celebrated their goldWest Ellsworth
en wedding last June.
also has some old couples—James Carter

and

hie

Hi*

yards.

300

finally

calls

attracted

He was
attention of a party of hunters.
carried to bis home seven miles away,
where he died Monday from loss of blood
and

exposure.
—-

/

Old Huoksport Schooner boat.
The schooner "Amy Knight”, of Bucksfrom Veport, with fish for Vlnalbaven
rona off Owl’s Head one night last week,
suddenly filled, and went down in sixty
fathoms. She will, with the effects of the
crew, who hastily took the boat, be a to-

evening. Playing games and a fortunegradually grow larger as they ap- cake made a merry evening.
tal loaa.
proach. They have wings—dark wings
Mrs. H. L. Smith bad many of her
The “Amy Knight” waa a schooner of
Soon they stop
that bear them on.
apples stolen from the orchard,the thieves
above his head, and he sees three ra- taking the ungathered fruit as well as and wife, who were married sixty years sixty-four tons net. She was built In
vens suspended In the white air,motionMarblehead, Mass., In 1851, and waa
that left in barrels over night.
ago, and I^muel Smith and wife, who
less with tranquillity of beasts of pfoy
brought to Buckaport byCapt.T. Ml. Nichmarried
were
ago.
years
fifty-four
Mrs. Elizabeth Gordon has sold her
on the lookout for victims, while the
olson, bringing in one season under his
house and farm to Mrs. Mary Jellison,
codfish.
1,500 quintals of
atmosphere is yet vibrating from the who has
Here is a turkey story from East Sulli- command,
presented it to her nelce, Mrs.
The almost impershock of battle.
After passing through the bands of the
who is living on the
Mrs. Gordon has a van. Mrs. E. W. Hill,
Mary
Doyle
Bragdon.
last
ceptible beating of the great wings as
! Simpson homestead, has had a fine flock Delano brothers she was purchased Into
position in Ellsworth.
tbe birds poise In midair seems like the
of twenty turkeys. She reduced the num- spring by 8. D. Bridge*, tnd entered
Charles
E.
Greene
has
returned
from
Mcfluttering of three flags of war, each
ber to thirteen, and decided to leave them abort fishing, commended by Capt.
Ills southern trip and is at the staone tiearing as its emblem a hovering
at home during her stay in Seal Harbor, Intlre, of Verona. who wa* io charge
He
thinks
tion
Maine
is
a
fine
again.
when the went down.
raven.
as it was thought they could not be in"Have they come for me?” he asked State to come back to, and a position on duced to stay at the Hill homestead, havR.
the
W.
R.
C.
for
the
How's THU?
good enough
himself, faint with terror.
never wandered so far from home.
He shudders as he watches the three present.
Nov. 6.
B.
descend slowly and perch on a
hillock but a short distance from him. Sullivan.
V
Miss Basie Simpson left town for the
rhey are Indeed great birds—fat, glossy
and well fed. Not a feather Is missing winter last Wednesday.
from their sleek plumage.
Moreover,
vuriiB n. rosier ana wne, oi r.usworio,
!
these birds live in tbe very midst of I
spent Sunday in town, the guests of Mr.
carnage.
They not only live In It, but j and Mrs. W. O. Emery.
they even thrive on It and loolj on from
raveus

_

mar—iroiu

greui

ueiguis

ueyouu

Paul

cue

reach of bullets—descending only when
the regiments are gone and the dend
and dying meet on the same dreadful

studies

Simpson bas
in Orono, after

returned

an

to

bis

Interruption of

ing

They
■

II

were

ig

ill

left alone Saturday morning,

icu,

Ing, they

nuu nuui

were

111.

let oat end

nuiiun/

fed.

mui

About

u-

11

o’clock they arrived at their “relations”
from whom they had received some milk
all summer, looked wistfully in at the
parlor windows, and showed great delight

being noticed. They remained all day,
in with the hens at night. Monday
they started home, the old turkey going
to her nest to leave an egg. In the afterat

going

illness.
noon they returned, and are
making
Herbert Cleaves sold at auction Saturthemselvea perfectly at home. Such Intelday his horses, carriages, robes, etc. He ligence deeerves a better fate than the
plane.
In truth, these birds have an air of 1 contemplates a change lu his business.
Thanksgiving table.
Importance. They salute one another ! Friday evening the Sorosis gave an enwith their beaks, they march to and tertainment in aid of the resident minisMiss Peterson, of Philadelphia, who has
fro. as If on dress parade, leaving the ter, Rev. B. W. Russell. £ulte a sum was built a summer cottage at Gott’a Island,
prints of their pointed claws on the realized. The social feature of the occa- has set a commendable example by giving
reddened snow. Then, when they have sion was very much enjoyed.
to her borne the original French name of
acted the part of fops tc perfection,
Lay services were held at the church the island, “Petit Plaisaunce,” thus rethey begin to croak softly, very softly, Sunday afternoon. The sermon was read storing the name given it by the French
i
without taking their eyes from the dyin the seventeenth century.
j very finely by Mrs. Stan Wilson. A poem explorers
ing man.
was read by Mrs. Cummings.
The church Our Tremont correspondent, In referring
“Cousins,” says one of them,’ "I have choir rendered some fine selections.
to tfis, calls attention to the change in
brought you hither for that little boIname of another island, originally “Grand
Miss Lena Wilson came Saturday night
dier of France who Is lying there befrom Greenville, where she has been em- Plaisaunce”, later, probably by corruption
fore you. He was a proud little soldier,
of the original name, “Plaizencb,” and
for several years.
She has given
auimnted by unusual courage, but pos- ployed
later to “Placentia”, by which name it
her position there, and hosts of friends
up
sessing neither prudence nor reflection.
was known by Whittier who in his “Mogg
here are glad to welcome her back.
See his riddled coat and consider how
Megone” speaks of “fair Placentia’s Isle”.
Fred Bennis is home for a vacation of
many balls were necessary to bring
It is a pity that more of the historical
several
weeks
and
is
in
attendance on bis
him low. Cousins, it is flue prey, and.
names of Maine islands and places are not
Fred came to recruit
if you are willing, we will partake. But father who Is ill.
retained. In the case of Placentia island,
after an illness in Chicago where be is
we must wait yet a little before we go
we can forgive the change out of courtesy
lu
the Western electric comto him. Though his arms are bruised employed
to the “Quaker Poet”, but bow much
and his bands seem powerless, hq pany. Capt. Bennis was about to leave
pzettier, to sty nothing of its historical
would be aD object to be feared if be here for the winter in Dorchester when
value, would be “Petit Plaisaunce” or
taken
ill. He will go as soon as he Is
should revive.”
tbe Anglicized “Little Pleasant” island
able
to stand the trip.
Tile sneaker Is the lamest of the
to the present “Gott’s” island!
Nov. 4.
R.
party. The two others, as they listen,
keep out of the reach of his ferocious, Manutt.
The worries of a weak and sick mother are
only begun with the birth of her Infant My
hooked beak. lie continues:
E. uwnr» xt'ttgue uas returned
irom
c.xher work W constantly Interrupted and nt
day
“Ah, we shall soon partake! I will
eter, N. H., where he has been attending night her rest 1<* broken by the wailing of the
eat his heart.
It was a warm, valiant
school.
Prescription make* weak women utrong and
heart and will rejuvenate mine.”
Rick women well. It lighten* all the burden* of
Schooner “Sea Bird” ba» been on the
Does the little soldier hear what they
maternity, giving to mother* wtrength and
▼Igor, which they Impart to their children. In
are saying?
Is It true, then, that his beach at Parker’s wharf to locate and re- over
thirty year* of practice. Dr. Pierce and hi*
a leak discovert while eu route to
pair
associate ataff of nearlr a acore of phy*ic.lan*
heart no longer beats?
have treated and cured more than half a mil
Hall
load
to
stone.
Quarry
The second raven takes up the senlion rufleiing women. Sick women an* Invited
Isaac Mayo, of
tence:
Brooklin, has been to consult Dr. Pierce by letter free ol charge.
All corre*pondenee 1* strictly private.
Ad
“I will eat his eyes. French eyes are making a short visit to his brother’s B. H. dre*«
Hr. R V. Pierce, Invalid** Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, S. V.
large and clear aud beaming with life.” Mayo.
Quick. oi»eu your eyes, little soldier,
The fishing season is about over. Capt.
and cry out loudly. Though you are Parker nought two loads last week, and
3bCrrtiarmmts.
weak from loss of blood, a little still re- will
ship aue load of dried fish this week. j
mains In your veins.
About 1 500,000 pounds of hake, cod, pol- j
Alas! Truly do they say that he Is lock, etc have been handled this season
dead, and when, their conference ended, at their one stand.
y
the three birds approach him with evil
Mias Ernalina Gordon Is visiting relAA'e offer the balance of our
eye and ravenous beak aud drooping
atives In her old home in Now Brunswick.
wings not a quiver pass€»s through his
stock of wall pai>ers at
Mrs..Lucinda Johnson moved into her
body. Poor little soldier of France!
rhey are going to dismember him. new house.
James Walts has moved his family into
fhey will begin with the buttons on
bis coat, for these birds of plunder the house owned by Arthur Newman.
Nov. 4.
E.
gather up everything that glistens—
?veu blood. Softly the three birds draw
Went Trenton.
lear, and the oldest of them ventures a
The roof of Louis Marshall’s house
>eck at his finger.
Then the soldier
caught fire laat Wednesday from sparks
•ouses: his whole frame starts.
from the chimney. It was extinguished
“He is not dead! He is not dead!”
These are all this year’s stock,
promptly. The slight damage is covered
'ry the cowardly birds, retreating to
the latest styles, and a bargain.
insurance.
by
J
They
heir hillock.
Miss Inez B. McFarland, daughter of must be disposed of to make room ?or
Ah, no! Tte little soldier of France
and
Ernest
L. new
s not dead.
He raises his head. In- Charles McFarland,
invoice.
ligualiou has brought back something Haynes were married at the home of the
Rev.
bride
last
J.
< »f the old
evening,
Thursday
by
spirit. Ills eyes grow* bright,
lis nostrils dilate. The air seems less P. Simouton, of the Ellsworth Methodist
The immediate families were
A church.
jeavy and he breathes more freely.
lunch was served.
: ay of the pale red winter sun
creeps present. A wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes left the same eventcross the torn aud furrowed earth. As
je gazes in
admiration at the mel- ing for Bar Harbor, where they will remeboly sunset, gradually fading into side. They have the best wishes of their
just returned from Bob- i;
he glimmer of twilight, suddenly, uu- many friends.
ton, and am fully prepared to B
1 ler the warmth of bis extended
do
all
kinds of
hand, South sum.
he slow melting snow exposes a green
Willie Rich, who has been very ill, is
joint—a
j
tiny blade of wheat.
improving.
Miracle of life! The dying man feels
Harvard Curtis is learning the stone
is if he were boru again.
Resting his mason’s trade at Seal Harbor.
lands on the soil of his fatherland, he
▲MI>
Mrs. Lina Cunningham and son Howard
ries to sit up.
From afar the three
I >irds watching him prepare for flight, visited friends at Sound last week.
F. P. Curtis has purchased the hometnd when they see him stauding. upight at last, searching with trem- stead estate of the late John T. Haskell.
in
newest
and
a
up-to-date
I bling step for bis abandoned arms, they
Mrs. Rose Coggins and two sons, Frefa
aty 'es. Prices reasons ole.
Call
I
rise
from
their
hillock and soar and Clifford, spent a few days with her
lowly
and be
I
convinced.
iway toward the north, already dark father. Hiram Gray, at SargentviUe revitb night
From the sky echo back cently.
1 he beating of their terrible wings and
Nov. 4.
N.
1 he snapping of their strong beaks.
It
Han cock.
i s a hurried, tumultuous flight of min12 Manning Htoek,
Ellsworth.
Dance at town hall Friday evening,
One reads of
j ded fear and rage.
Nov. 15.
Music by Monaghan.
I bandits who. haviug missed their vic1 ims, fight among themselves as they
"r
You might as well talk to an echo as to
1 lee.
a person who always agrees with you.
a

few weeks

on

account of

We offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward for
ca-e of Catarrh that ran not be cured by
Hall'* Catarrh Cure
V .f CHEN BY A COto Toledo, O.
Wc, the undersigned, h*re known r. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable In all traetae** transaction a,
and financially able to carry outany obligation*
made by their firm.
Wmt A TltJAX, Wholesale J>rugg1*ta, To*
ledo. O.
Walmxq, Kixxax A Maxvix. Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
flail'* Catarrh Cure 1* taken Internally, act*
log directly upon the blood and mucous surface* of the system. Testimonial* sent free.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all druggist*.
flair* ramily Pill* are the best.
*nv

atrsfthsrmmtB.

PATENT

ROLLER

FLOUR
WARRARTEO

$4.5015"T
j

20 lbs. SUCAR
for SI.OOwtth

every pound of
50c. TEA.

our

28 lbs. Englishcured Pollock for
SI.OO.
C. H.

GRINDAL,

WATER 3T.,

!

H11SWORTH

_

WALLPAPERS

GREATLY

REDUCED

PRICES.

WHITING BROTHERS.

STYLES!

STYLES1

IHave

|i

LADIES TAILORING

^

DRESSMAKING

I

MABEL

Those

I

nrelifible

Proverbs.

"Wbai ye ’fraid of. Bill? Don’t ye
^ mow de barkin’ dog never bites?”
“Yes, Mike, you know dat aud I
^ enow It but does de dog know it?"—
^ Cincinnati Enquirer.

He that easily
principle within

believes

rumor

JOY,

has the

augment rumors.
There is no surer beginning for a home
than simple furnishing. In simplicity
lies safety, reason and art. There is
nothing finer nor higher. It is supreme.
—Ladies' Home Journal.

jfor Sale,

machTne^bu**^^^

band saw
surface planer, I large and 1 email wood
turning lathe. 1 ripping *aw machine, I «aw
bench (all iron). 1 awing us, 7*« H. P. ga*ollne engine. All in good working order. Al*o
hanger*, shaft*, pulley*, etc. Isaac L. Hoi»uk:ns. Ellsworth. Me.

ONE

fa 2.rt.
in

»a*onlc block

E&mtrt.
high standing would increaae
Corps of
represent stives calling on
Our eighty men now average #40
pnysicians
weekly. Exclusive territory, nteady employmeat. Boa «t
Station O. New York City.
-f

1^1101

in

RlS.worlh
V(iK\'T
tru*.
ft,,-,
Vl"°*
our

c

Tk*

.>r

Spnial Xotuts.
^

\V

...

FUHMC AUCTION.
is hereby given (hat
NJOTICB
I
Nov. *, Iftui,
o’clock p

upon Friday
in
1 shall sell
the c.reen Houses of F. H.
the
Maine,
piauls, ferns
and other perishable
property of said bank'W'* «•*»<*. and art
said sale being made in
pursuance of mu orderof court.
0. P.
at

public

at
auction at

(freei lioTIe
CuswxSuS*

Me., Nov. 4,1901.

^Bucksport,

NOTICE.
E
I
>TOTK
ship
Arm of

is

hereby given that the memberBtuj H. Whitcomb with the
Whitcomb, Haynes & ;‘o., is discontinued from this date, the said firm
remaining
of

the same iu ail respects. The said Mr Whitcomb -ill act for
Arm
agent
at-orne> a, heretofore in any matter, entrusted to hint.
Ba.sj. B. Wbitcom
Whitcomb, H*««. * Co.
Ell,worth. Me.. Oct. 30, iboi.

a' ““r

ato.l

£

..

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in
Cunlculocua Park f
demand protection to life and
the county of Hancock, the property
State of
Maine, and the United Bute, of America
Mabt c. Fbbt. An.Tix.
rao

S'
from

ILrgal Notion.
NOTICE.
virtue
HYiJr°url
01

leave granted by the District
United Buie, for the I)i..
irict of Maine. I shall sell at
public auction
°“
th* mh day of
in ,be forenoon at the
No *• State .treet.
El
°'
re“l e,t»'« °> Wilk
situated in Han>P».brankrupt,
U*ueoek, and State of Maine,
tbe bnildinK* thereon, aud
containing
m®,re °t le*», all being subject to a
blowing
personal
propaid bankruPt’ one half interest
in
°“e
°“« th»rd interest in
Wf*.interest
Cu*ter» one-hair
In boiler and
600 ft
U‘ ,n water
of

L°dCmn

£*“•/•
S°d.n,tnlard^fT-h’iJfro
ihe
a^dkth2

November."

«worth° w“

r.^r!J*aCre8

AMTVRTOAgTff^ff^gS

to Mil

apply to
isaugor.

MUD Of THAXKM
*• desire lo cure,. oar heartfelt
gratito onr dear, kind friend, wbodid
Jude
•o much for u» and our loved one
in our recent bereavement.
May the kind Father bleea
you all.
J. H. An.ua.
■Mh. asd Hus. B H. Allk*.
Mu. am> Ma«. W j. Kkox.
Mk«. Amos ». LYktapaxag.
M“'
K. Stovkb
Northeast Harbor, Nov. 4, laui.

I^K0 l£e

on/rhft
bSn5 cuff/*
D?MPon5Xi?i,|int*r®ft
Thk

.IcfnTt.

tit.
For form.
114 M»ln St.,

Co-

(

er^v^Kf®.’

him to

floor ana basement—
.State street, until

on

recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Rbdmax.
agent, in same building

&^,mssuy^rss^s
ir%5u
0,0

*

LIGHT OR NO

LIGHT/

ULTIMATUM
ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
CITY’S

CEPTED

PROPOSITION

BY

NOV.

MAY CUT

OFF

CITY
l'be

city fathers

10,

TC

IS

AC-

submitted

an

ul-

They have got to within
<100 a year of agreeing.
The company
wants <1.900 a year; the
city offers <1,800
a year.
In the meantime the lights have
been running along on the terms of
the
old

contract, which is less favorable to
the city than the one now
proposed.
The Impression seems to
prevail among
the aldermen that the electric
lighting
company is sparring for time, hoping to
carry things along on the old contract
ratea until a change In the
municipal administration. To put au end to
delay,
the aldermen at their meetlnir MonH.v
evening Issued their ultimatum.
They
have offered juat a* much aa
lutend

they

llghta, they

say, and the comthat or cut off the
llghta.
the city ea made at last

pany may take
The offer ol
month's meeting of the board

waa ft,800
twenty-four arc llghta and
lamps for atreet lighting, the lighting of Hancock ball, the
city library, the high school and the
engine houses.
The city would enter
Into a three-year contract on these
terme.
The company wants f 1U00 a
year for
three-year contract for number of llgbts
as above, or will take a
five-year oontract
•t f1.800 a year.
The aldermen will not
enter Into a five-year contract at
any
price.
In anticipation of the probable
rejection of tbelr ultimatum, the aldermen
at
a

for

year

•even

'the

For addition'll Count II Ifrtrt.

ACCOUNTS.
were

COMMISSIONER'S

ROLL.

$470 4
50

C* „ho

Si

^

_

Schoolhouse,

High school,

Supt schools,
School,

meeting appointed a committee
to Investigate the moat feasible method
of lighting the streets.
This committee
will report at a recess meeting to be held
Nov. 16.

(

TH! MSET1NO.
were

uri.ee nt

meeting

Monday
Mayor Ureely,
Brady.
at

Btuart, Patten and
Tax Collector Whitcomb

even-

Insane poor,

Aid.

badlv hurt

was ao

James Hutchings,
¥ B Aiken,
Bobt J A lexander,
John I>onoran,
William Whitby,
W H Dresser,
J M Barbour,
C I Welch,
Willis Jordan,
Arthur Jordan,
G B Stuart,
F B Aiken,
John A Hale,
Mrs Moses Cottle,
Mrs Louise Royal,
Simon Garland,
Winfield 8 Moore,
Elmer F Smith,
Edward Haney,
Campbell Pub Co,
Morrison, Joy A Co,
American Express Co,
J F Manning,

Total.

sympathy of tb«re community.

sincere
hi
72
4 02
1ft 72
15 72
1 OC
2 0C
12 4C
1 tc
1 5C
45 83
25 421
32!
12 30

Many others
of his death.
Nov. 4.

4

5 00

5 00
12 75
4 CO
30 00
11 25
1 63
4 90
1000
$623 59

C.

Raat Sullivan.

Edwin Doyle has

ra

Portland

to

on

business.
ill

at

submitted

remaining

uncol-

submit statements did not
and the clerk was instructed to

asked to

ply,

Sfdffwirk.
The school at

com-

give

them

peremptory notice to band in reports at once.
The electric lighting question was then
taken up. The discussion resulted in a vote
Instructing the clerk to notify the Ellsworth Water Co. that the offer of f 1,800
a year for the lighting contract, as submitted at the last meeting, must be accepted on or before Nov. 15,1901, or they
may turn off their lights.
It was also voted that the mayor ap-

point

a

committee to ascertain

Beulah

the most

feasible method for the city to furnish its

Don’t

Accept

a

M.

Smallidge

left

on

Substitute !

part load of stave Whitcomb, Haynes
Co., for KondosL Y.

E. W. I and children have
joined her husbasit Seal Harbor, where
Mr. Hill has a offset for potting in a
Mrs.

sewer.

y

Miss Jessie frxer has been visiting
a
relatives and rods before taking
course In nuaaf St tbe Massachusetts

When you ask for Cascarets be
you get the genuine Cascarets
Don’t accept
Candy Cathartic!
fraudulent substitutes, imitations or
counterfeits! Genuine tablets stamped C. C. C.
Never sold.in bulk.
All druggists, toe.

ltegard yourself

superior to the evils
which surround you. Learn to dominate
to
rise above depressyour environment,
ing influences. Look for the bright side
not
the
dark
things,
and gloomy side.
—.Success.

sure

as

of

|

How Are Your Kidneys f
Dr Flobhs’Si .irajjijs PUIsmrcall kidney Ilia. Ram*
Add ^terilntf *<*,modr Co., ('hicsiro or N. V

In free

dtibcTtistmmtB.

i#0#O#9#O#O#O*O*C>*<>#O*O#C

W. R. PARKER__
♦—
I CLOTHING CO. I

I
§
$X

are

known all

the best

on

over

the

country

the market. We

£

as

2

have them in Russian Lamb,
Siberian Calf and Raccoon.

|5
X
X
X
2

I

9

S

Brighas^ernald,
has

Fernald
build

nr:

a

He

new .use.

of

one

the firm of

tine foundation for
does

not

inteud to

sprlnff.

y

The §KOg circle met last Wednesday

afterno#witb

They

Mrs. Ada Somes.

following officers for the ensuing *T'‘ President, Mrs. Emma J.
chose t*

Some#

vice-president,

Mrs.

Ada

M.

ecretary, Mrs. Leonice Somes;
Five
new
treason* Mrs. J. Harnor.

Some#

meru V» were
Qext

circl'dll
ed

~

admitted.

The circle meets

Lawson. The
cemetery fence paint-

--ek with Miss M. E.
have tbe

y

j*

Stoner “Kate L. Pray” arrived here
Sat J*y with freight for the merchants.
in Boston Capt. Pray had an enYv
The captaiu
C(,-!er with a burglar.
a strange man just
w .wakened and saw
out of

wallet

a

his

trousers

In attempting to capture the
j/trlar, Capt. Pray was kicked in the
-.,-utb aud a tooth was broken. The
yr^lar got away with Capt. Pray’s wallet
iitainiiig quite a sum oi money.
H.
Nov. 4.

Harold P. Carter has moved
family
recently built on the
lace formerly owned and occupied by
is great grandfather, the late James
ito the house he has

arter.

B. O. Dollard aud wife, of Brooklin, are
pending a few days with his mother,
[rs. Martha Dollard.
Isaac

Carter,

>maiu

here

of

Silver

through

the

winter.

Mr.

fought in the Civil war, and has
Iso fought Indians iu the West.
y

arter

l school in district

pleasant

term

No. 10, Friday.

She

a

very

the love of her

pupils

aud the ad-

tiration of the parents. She has the happy
iculty of inducing her pupils to think as
ell as to memorize. The closing exer-

§
likes to buy the best garment
If
be had for the money.
of
buying a
you are thinking
to

Sheepskin
sure

can

lined

coat you are

of the best that money
buy when you purchase

the

ROYAL

BRAND.

We are sole agents in this
for the above lines.

city

* sea were as

follows:

ecltation—Flower In the Crannied

Wall,
School

ecltation—A

Country Breath...Ray A Dollard

J ecltation—A Boy’s Wish.Elrner F Smith
t ecltation—The Three

Bells,

Gustav us W Kemp
E ecltation—In School Days.Mary A Smith
t ecltatlon-r Hiawatha’s Childhood.School
* ecltation—Before Santiago.Gertie B Seeds
ecltation—Her Awful Dream....Lula G Seeds
* ecltation—The Laugh In Church,
Lura B Carter
cadlog—Signs of Rain,
Mabel N Stackpole
of the Light Brigade,
William L Kemp
1 ecltation—What Would You Do?
Julia H Barron
uotatlons aud discussion...School
ecltation—A Psalm of Life.School
America
Inging.

:W. R. PARKER ^ebest,ujI ||S
CLOTHING CO,, Sir11' j,
I

No

bridge

Use For Art.

ecltatlon-^-Charge

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

tbe Shenandoah.

Jackson,

wbo wanted to pursue, sent for

bridge builder. “Sir,” be said,
“you must keep men at work all day and
all nigbt and finish that bridge by tomorrow morning.
My engineer shall give
bis old

plan.”

you a
Old

Miles saluted and withdrew.
Early the next morning tbe general sent
for Miles agaiu. “Well, sir,” said Jackson, “did the engineer give you the plan
for the bridge?” “General,” said the old
man, slowly, “the bridge is done; 1 don’t
know whether the picture is or not”.
Zinc and Grinding Make
Devoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

as

long

as

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

Wednesday, Oct 30
Sch E A Whitmore, Cloaaon, Bar Harbor
Sch Rlenzl, Closson, Stonlngtou
Sch Hussar, bunker, Rockland
Sch Wm Eadle, Closson, Rockland
SAILED
Thursday, Oct 31
Sch Julia Frances, Alley, Rondout, staves and
heads, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Sch Kienzl, Closson, Stonlngton, wood, Pierce
ARRIVED
Sch Yreka, Scgabath, Portsmouth
Sch Catherine, Spluin, Boston
SAILED
Friday, Nov 1
Sch Caressa, Harvey, Bar Harbor, lumber,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Sch E A Whitmore, Closson, Bar Harbor,
bricks, H B Phillips
ARRIVED
Sch Ann C Stuart, Ray, Salem
SAILED
Saturday, Nov 2
Sch J M Kennedy. Hutchins, Lamotue, staves,
VV lieu mb. Hay ues A Co
Hancock County
J»orts.
West Sullivan—Sid Oct 2y, schs M C Moseley, Grant, curb from Hooper, Havey A Co for
Boston; Maggie May, lumber, for Southwest
Harbor
Sid Oct 31, sch Lucy Bell, Martin, curbstone
from Dunbar Bros lor Boston
Sid Nov 1. sch Mary Augunta, Joy, curb irom
KoueriMjn »x

Ar Oci

Ferry

navt-y

mr

B. S. Jellison is in East Machias loading
schooner
“Wesley Abbott” with
tavee for Charles J. Treworgy.

imam-ipnia

29, sell May Queen, Grant, Mt Desert

Ar Nov 1, sell Flora, Strout, Mllbrldge
ArNov 2, sch Westerloo, l’artrldge,
for local merchants from Boston

freight

Port*.

Boston—A r Nov 2, sch Grace E Stevens,
Stevens, Gloueesier
Ar Nov 3, schs Ge^i Banka, Bangor; H S Collins anil Suubeam, Stonlngton
Chi Nov 1, sch Donna T Briggs, Stonlngton
and New York
Ar Oct 30, schs Lizzie Lee and Chas A Hunt,

Stonlngton

Shi Oct 30, sch Chas A Sproul, Sullivan
ArNov 4. schs T H Lawrence, VVeehawken ;
M C Moseley and Lucy (telle, Sullivan
Bangob-Ar Nov 2, ech Annie li Lewis, Weymouth
Brunswick, Ga—Ar Oct 31, sch Sedgwick,
Hagerihy, New Haven
A r Oct 26, sch D D Haskell, Pickering, New
York
New York—Sid Nov 1, sch Mary B Welling
ton, Boston
Ar Nov 2, sch Flora Condon, Sellers, Bangoi
for Newark
Sid Nov 2, schs Willie L Maxwell, Philadelphia; Mary L Crosby. San Juan; Harold J McCarthy, Wilmington, N C; J B Holden, Virginia
sche* Florence Leland, Apple River,
Ar Nov
N S; Georgletta, Sullivan
Ar Nov l, schs G M Bralnard, Stonlngton;
Mabel irall, Bluehlll
Ar Oct 30, schs Ada J Campbell, Sullivan,
Exeter ; J Frank Seavey, Stonlngton
Ar Nov 4, schs Maggie Hurley, Flheman;
Allen Green and H It Tilton, Stonlngton;
Thelma, Shulee, N S; Ella Frances, Buck’s Har
bor; Myronu*, Somes Sound
Port Townsend-Sid Oct 31, bark St James,
Tapley, New York
Pascagoula—Sid Oct 31, bark Julia, Lord,
Bahia Blanca
Salem—Ar Nov«s, sch Mary Augusta, Sulll
van for Philadelphia
Sid Oct 30, sch Westerloo, Sullivan
Ar Nov 4, schs R G Whllden and J Arthui
Lord, Stonlngton for New York; P ti Thomp
son, St John, N B, for New York
Rockland—Sid Oct 31, schs Sea Bird, Ml
Desert for New York; Silver Heels, Bluehlll foi
New York
SOUTH Amboy—Ar Oct 28, sch E C Gates
New York
Vineyard Haven—Ar Nov 2, sch Magglt
Hurley, Stonlngton for New York
Passed Nov 3, schs Charlie A Willie, Frankllr
for New York; Flheman, H R Tilton and My
ronus, Stonlngton for New York; Ella Francos
Buck’s Harbor for New York; M A Pope
Calais for New Bedford
Ar Nov 1, sch Hattie H Barbour, Port Morrii
for Bangor
Philadelphia—Ar Nov 3, sch W L Maxwell
Bowden, Sullivan
Portsmouth—Ar Nov 4, schs Julia Bakei
and Fanny F Hall, Orlaud; Robert W, Franklli
Foreign Ports.
Buenos ayres—At Sept 27, bark Lillian
Delano, for U S
GEORGETOWN, P E I—Sltl Oct 28, ech Land
seer,

be

That is what is

sia, constipation, kidney complaint,
rheumatism, catarrh, nervousness,
weakness, faintness, pimples,
blotches, and all cutaneous eruptions.
all the vital processes.

perfects

Bucksporc

Kingston, Ja—At Oct 19, sch Herald, Sim
Black River
Halifax—Cld Nov 2, bcIi Landseer, George
town, P E 1, for Bucksport

mons, for

Oct. 14, 1901*
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

required by

every organ of the body, for the
proper performance of its functions.
It prevents biliousness, dyspep-

It

!

b_._.___._,_»

Commencing;

Keeton, Woodstock, Ala., took Hood’s
Sarsaparilla to make his blood pure. He
W. P.

writes that he had not felt well but tired for
some time.
Before he had finished the first
bottle of this medicine he felt better and
when he had taken the second was like
another man —free from that tired feeling
and able to do his work.

I A.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Ellsworth F. B. Quarterly Meeting.
The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
meeting will hold ita next session at East
Franklin, Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Nov. 15, 16 and 17.
BORN.
BUNKER—At South Couldsboro, Oct 16, to Mr
and Mrs Nut ban Bunker, a son.
CAMPBELL—At Stonlngton, Oct 19, to Mr and
Mrs Harry Campbell, a son.
DOLL1VER—At Tremont, Oct 20, to Mr and
Mrs Benjamin F Dolliver, a daughter.
Charles Gower, a daughter.
GROSS—At Stonington, Oct 20, to Mr and Mrs
Frederick Grons. a son.
HERRICK At Tremont, Oct 15, to Mr and Mrs
William K Herrick, a daughter.
HERIHCK-At Bluehill, Oct 80, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert L Herrick, a daughter.
KIMBALL—At Stonington, Oct 21, to Mr and
Mrs Llewellyn Kimball, a son.
LOPAUS—At Tremont, Oct 27, to Mr and Mrs
Edwin E Lopaus, a son.
PARKER—At Bar Harbor, Oct 13, toMrand
Mrs Isaac Parker, a son.
REED—At Tremont, Oct 22, to Mr and Mrs
Samuel Reed, a son.
SARGENT—At West Gouldsboro, Oct 27, to Mr
and Mrs Ralph Sargent, a son.
SMALL—At Stonington, Oct 25, to Mr and Mrs
Florlan S Small, a daughter.
SPRATT—At Bar Harbor, Oct 22, to Mr and
Mrs Louis Spratt, a daughter.

MARRIKD.
BRIDGES —LUFKIN—At 8edgwlck, Oct 26, by
Rev E S Drew, Miss Lillian A Bridges to
Winfield W Lufkin, both of Brooklln.
BILLINGS—ROBERTS—At Amherst, Oct 19,
by Rev Frederic Feary, Miss Mamie L Billings, of Eddington, to George E Roberts, of
Amherst.
COSTELLO—FOBS A ITU—At Ellsworth, Nov 5,
by Rev David Kerr, Miss Maggie Costello to
James L Forsaith, both of Ellsworth.
CONDON—BROWN—At West Pembroke, Nov 2,
by Rev A B Carter, Miss Helen M Condon, of
Medfield, Mass, to Allen II Brown, of West
Pembroke.
CLEMENT—GINN-At Bucksport. Nov 1, by
Rev William Forsyth, Mrs Inez C Clement, of
Penobscot, to Charles A Ginn, of Orland
DOR1TY—FLOYD—At Ellsworth, Oct 30, by
Rev .1 P Simonton, Miss Maud E Dority to
Janies L Floyd, both of Ellsworth.
GROVER-HODGKINS—At Ellsworth, Nov 4,
by Rev George W Avery, Mrs A mm E Grover,
of Bluehill, to Frank A Hodgkins, of Franklin.
GILBERT—HIGGINS—At Lamoine, Nov 2, by
Rev John S Biair, Miss Hattie L Gilbert, of
Trenton, to Harry M Higgins, of Lamoine.
LANE—GROSS—At Stonington, Oct 25, by Rev
Henry W Conley, Miss Nina J I.ane to Raymond C Gross, both of Stonington.
LEIGHTON—DUNHAM—At Stonington, Oct
30. by Rev Henry W Conley. Miss Aldana B
i.etghton to Augustus 1 Dunham, both ot
Stonlngron.
M’FARLAND—HA YNES—At Trenton, Oct 31,
by Rev .1 I* Slmonton, Miss Inez B McFarland
to Ernest L Haynes, both ot Trenton.
MOORE—SMITH—At Ellsworth, Nov 5, by Rev
.1 P Slmonton. 'Ms-* Martha l> Moore, of EtlswotiIi, to Lorenzo I» Smith, of Amherst.
M’COLLUM-G\T( O'lB-At Cherry fleht, Oct
27. by U« v K A Snow, Ml s Warct .McCollum lo Harvard L Oalcomo, both ol' Hancock.
M’INTYRE—PERKINS—At North Brooksville,
Oct 25, by C II Perkins, esq, Mrs Nancy McIntyre to Charles R Perkins, both of Castlne.
RICH—GONYA—At Ellsworth, Oct 31, by Rev
J I) O’Brien, Miss Mae Belle Rich to Frederick A Gonya, both of Eden.
RICH—ROBINSON—At Long Island, Oct 27, by
Wm A Van Norden, esq, Nellie I Rich to Capt
John Robinsou, both or Long Island.
RICHARDSON—CUNNINGHAM—At Bar Har
bor, Oct 29, by Rev 11 S C Braddon, assisted
by It E Clark, esq, Josle Richftrdson to Arthur
Cunulngham, both of Bar Harbor.
STEVENS—GRAHAM—At Bar Harbor, Oct 28,
by Rev S L Hun scorn, Mrs Bethena Stevens
to Ernest Graham, both of Bar Harbor.
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P.

M.

9 00

12 40

00.j

A. M A. M.
6 on! 10 00
BANGOR.
Ex. St.1 6 0ft! 10 05

Bangor,

Promises to cure and keeps the
promise. Accept no substitute,
but get Hood’s today.

M

BAR HARBOR. 10 80 8 25
4 00!.
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Holden
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rstop on signal or noticeto conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
rains on Main Line to and from Portland* Boaon and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and Want
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket ofBca,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
>efore entering the train, and especially KUs>n

vorthto Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
r. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

BOSTON AND BANGOR

—

builder with Stonewall Jack-

Domestic

Creek, Minu.,
ith his wife and daughter, is visiting
Mr. Carter
is brother, James Carter.
ent West forty-four years ago, and this
He expects to
i, his first visit here since.

®

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening a| 7.30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 10—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening

old

an

/

a

CONGREGATIONAL.

H.

Miss Allen closed
#
o

been

his

| £
o

not have

8omesvtiH

♦to as won

♦

I|

'*?

EPISCOPAL.

The Stimulus
of Pure Blood

Mr. Sunouton.

induced to

_____________

NORTH STARf
FUR COATS i‘S

METHODIST

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, »t 7 30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, NoV. 10—Morning service at
10.30
Sunday school Bt 11.45. Junior
league, 2 30. Epwortb league at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7 30, class meeting.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2 30 p. ra.;

Could

work.

have been

WKST

|

THE

|

c:wonderful

Nov. 4.

tv,ng

Cflf^vK'f^OWK^HOW?

Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock, meeting of the Woman’s alliance in the vestry.
“The Problem of Charity.”

maid left iawn.

Monday,

_

“Bantism of Jesus.”

The

A

his

28, for Portland. Mrs. SmaJlidge
will mane It her home. She has been In
North Sedgwick since August, slowly recovering from a serious illness.
Nov. 4.
Rak.

ject:

E. and L. fvlon, of Franklin, son’s army was a rare character, if the
opened a quff near Long Pond. following story be true:
The Union soldiers, retreating from the
Henry Beau is foran.
valley of Virginia, burned a bridge over
Schooner “Nell rant” is taking a

Mary Annfrnee
enter, tberf®ulcl

Oct.

Rev. A. II. Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 10—Morning service at
10.30. Subject: “The True Nature of the
Church.” Sunday school at 11.45. Subject: “John the Baptist.”
Tuesday evening, at 7.30, teachers*
meeting at home of Mrs. Wiggin. Sub-

W.

form-her

M.fL. Flwell and daughterf Mrs.

UNITARIAN.

have

North Sedgwick closed
Friday, Oct. 25. Mrs. Mamie Pierce, the
teacher,left Saturday morning for Chartston university to attend school.
^
Miss Millie Durgan has gone to Portland for a short visit.
Miss Phebe Durgan, who has been teaching in that city,
Mrs.

BAPTIST.

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 10— Morning service at
10 30.
Sermon by the pastor. Subject:
“Working Wonders.” Sunday school at
12 m. Junior C. E. at 6 p. m. Evening praise and preaching service at
7. Subject: “Intemperance; our City and
National Curse.” All welcome.

She

now

North

will return home with her.

North Ellsworth—Service Sunday, Nov.
10, at 7 p. m.

the

of her dsugfae Mrs. Doyle.
much better

home

m.

service at 7.

Mrs. Sarah A. Asia been
is

•ervioe at 4 p.

Rev.

Request of Park street Improvement
society for assistance in building drain
lected, as requested by the board at Its on Park street near ice house lot, recently general bosp>&
last meeting. The report shows balance purchased by village
The “Old Mia’ convention” was held
improvement souncollected at annual settlement Feb. 9. ciety. was referred to the committee on
in the ball Woesday night. They were
|7.322 71; credits by collections, sales and streets.
greeted by a ffeand enthusiastic audiabatements, f3,707.12; leaving balance unThe board took a recess to Friday, Nov. ence. The fl-imea were fearfully aud
collected Nov. 4, f3.615 59.
JU y, ui.
.U| Bl
wonderfuIiTVde and the bonnets were
The other collectors who were also
simply beysi description. The transstatement of tax of 1899

CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. O. II. He/Jlon, pastor.
Thursday, Nov. 7, 7.30 p. m.—Prayer-

slnce'journers because

are

Eailronbe snb AUamboat*.

UNION

Maggie Trandy, of s**Mt
meeting. Subject: “God’s Leading in Our
Harbor, la spending a week In
Lives.”
ing friends and her step-chitdrrt
Sunday, Nov. 10—Morning service at
Cap*. B. J. Treworgy Is at hoo* ttJ# 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Communion
winter. His little daughter
Mrs.

fo L-

as

ceres

There

^

Rami Surrr.

passed

Ifti&frtiBrmntta.

CHUKCH NOTES.

trr

by falling ftoudder
$534 4 several weeks ago. la out again.
TEACHERS’ MAI.ART ROLL.
I>ea. Simeon Lord died tha»njngHigh school.
$200 1 0
man has left us. sshose
872 I „ Truly a good
City schools.
lt will bo hard to All. Hu|„.ena
place
$1,074 I 0 sufferer for two years or
mort1>pB[;j£nd
ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO. 9.
and cheerful. He was born is^( ue4r
FUND.
NAME.
AMOUN
where he has always resided,sgy years
45 (
Police,
Timothy Donovan,
He was the son of An, Lord.
ago.
45 C
Hiram C Lord,
When young, he followed »(.B 90me,
J 11 Bresnahan,
6 ( ()
4 C D then became a ship carpenters) >r years
Chas P Smith,
4 ( 0 worked in Ellsworth. Whew war of
Chas W Sweeney,
4 C D the rebellion broke out, heated In the
Joseph D Farrell,
D I. Fields,
6 C t>
navy and served on bosihe
ship
Chas A Gray
6 ( 9
“Sabine”. Several years aguns chosen
Ml dmel Abram,
8C 9 as deacon of the
Baptist cbaand allot
6C 9
Joseph McIntosh,
its Interests have been velar to him.
Alex LI Gray,
6(1
He has done wbat he coul' mars. He
6 (1 }
Charles O Woods,
was a faithful superintend! the SabI* K Hooper,
8 0,
F B Aiken,
3 1 bath school at East Surryaibeld prayer
Library,
Adelaide True,
37 fl > meetings Sunday eveninr Rural hall
I nterstate Press,
19 7 I just as long as he ooulds there. His
Ethel Allen,
8 0 ) name Is dear to svery chiim. Hemar'
U. ,f U„a.n U
<la>.»k»op
r>__ S
C I Welch,
11 4 \
Ellsworth Water Co,
83
Contingent,
this town. They have (nmi, Wilbur,
B F Gray,
75 0
Harvard and Clarence. ii§ town, and
FB Aiken,
20 1
Austin, who for eightetvrs has been
3 5
Campbell Pub Co,
in California. One daup*. Oracle, died
John A Hale,
12
when about eleven yea a* He also has
F W Bll Ington,
27
ChAS H Curtis,
20 0 • one brother and one glare East Surry,
John F Royal,
24 ft 1 Meitlah Lord and Mvtncy
Beilatty.
Fire dept
Edward Brady,
12 C(
The widow and otherAiives have the

same

ing’s

OF

Highways.
Sidewalks.
Bridges..

LIGHTS—

contract.

to pay tor

8TR1CET

THEY

timatum to the electric lighting
company.
Unless the city’s previous oiler la accepted by Nov. 15, the city will be in
darkness.
The city’s street
lighting contract with
tho Ellsworth Water Co.
expired away
back In August. Ever since then the
aldermen and company been
dickering over
a new

ROLIA

Rolls of accounts
lows:

BUSINESS.
have

NEC

COUNTY

electric lighting. Aid Htuart, Brae *
Patteu wtre appointed as tbi lt

committee.

ALDERMEN’S

UNLESS

own

and

Steamship Company.
WINTER

RATES.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.
•3.00 Bar Harbor to Boston.
Fare between
Reduced from
Bar Harbor & Boston,
$4 CO to $3 00
2 90
3 85
Heal Harbor & Boston.
3 80
2 80
Northeast Harbor & Boston,
3 75
2 75
Southwest Harbor & Boston,
2 25
3 00
Stonlngton & Boston,
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.60
Lo $1.50 and $1.00 each.
F L WlnterSceamt-r “Mt Desert”, Capt
botham, leaves Bar Haroor Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 10 a m, touching at Seal
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor
and Stonlngton, and connecting at Rockland
with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston, Mondays and Thursdays at
5 pm.
From Rockland, Tuesdays and Fridays at
from 5 to 6 a m, touching at Stonlngton, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. 8. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

Rockland, Blnehill & Ellsworth Stuambl Cb.

Commencing Saturday, Nov 2, 1901, steamer
“Juliette" leaves Rockland upon arrival of
steamer from Boston not before 5 a m, Tuesdays, Tbur-days and Saturdays as follows For
Dark Harbor, 'Northwest Harbor, 'Eggemoggln, fSouth Brooksvllle, Sargentvllle, North
Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Brooklln, fWest Tremont,
South Blueblll, Bluehlll, Surry, Ellsworth.
RETURNING.
Leave Ell-worth (st ige to *urr\), at G a m,
ni
7
do
m.
days, Wednesday* and FriV’urry
days for Rock'ami via landings as above noted,
connecting at Uocaluud witu steamer for Bos■

ton.
* Will land rrrdrtcr

TT.iiaf Thnrmla

nil

va n

Satnr.

days, going West Mondays and Fridays.
t Will land going East Tuesdays, and going
West Wednesdays.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at 27 Hancock street, Ellsworth (telephone
connection).

SSfcbertisrmcnta.

FURNITURE MADE

NEW.

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand many styles of coverings, and many more samples to
select from.

D1KD.
CURTIS—Drowned at Ellsworth, Nov 4, Arthur
G Curtis, of Augusta, aged 21 years.
COLLA R—At Great Pond, Oct 31, James Collar,
aged 83 years, 9 months, 3 days.
DUNHAM—At Orland, Nov 3, Sullivan Dunham, aged 68 years, 4 months, 2 days.
GRINDLE— At Bluehlll, Oct31, MilfordGrlndle,
aged 73 years, II months, 3 days.
LORD—At East Surry, Nov 4, Simeon Lord,
aged 70 years, 23 days.
MOORE—At Ellsworth, Nov 4, Leith a J. wife
Edgar Moore, aged 51 years, 10 months, 22

HAIR MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.

days.

L.

W.

JORDAN,

Ko;_l_JiYankUn_Street!____jEllsworth.

Sbtxrrtisnncutss.

CHAMBER SETS.
ASH—full suites for $19.00; hard to
beat this. W’e have them also in Oak,
Maple and Birch. Latest Styles.
Lowest Prices.

A LOT OF

INEXPENSIVE

COUCHES.

CHAIRS

A large line of new patterns.
Coverings In velour, tapestry, plush and
leather. This Is none too early to begin to think about Christmas.

and

ROCKERS

Straw

has just been received.
No.

IT WILL FAY YOU

Z

to make your selections before the

holiday

trade

begins.

1

Mattings & Rugs
E. J. DAVIS,

Franklin Street,

Ellsworth.

EDWIN M. MOORE,

+

dealer In all kinds of

2

Fresh, salt, Smoked and Dry

o

FISH.

£
+

%

C. R. FOSTER,
FURNITURE DEALER and

UNDERTAKER,
Telephone Connection.

32 Main Street.

^ Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflab,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, $
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.
0

4>
0

0 Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, 0
t
1LL8WORTH, ME.

J

I

Thb a

Of

all the

106
Hancock county;

has subscribers at

ikican

Ihe 1J

jost-offlcen
or papers in the county
in

<‘

W'.

d reach

so

of tbe

ation, and is

com-

of the only paper printed in
mnty, and has never claimed to
the only paper that can propfee, but
Ued a County paper; all the
erly t>*
teat are n rely local papers. The circulaUon o/ I tc American, barring the Bar
Bttrbor
-cord’s summer list, is larger
taanthai »/ all the other papers printed
in flanc■ k county.
SCAN

a

member of the board

trade, and chairman
tbe public library.

The Amrr-

many.

%*

COUNTY NEWS.

For five years be was presldeo
East Washington Citizens’ associ

city.

tbe

of its committee

o

ML Ih»ert Rock c*n be plainly
*®*® on clear d»yt. M lea Petcraon haa rethe old name of Gott’a Island lor
'ammer home—“Petit Plaiaannce.”
Souttiwfftt Harbor.
Tile
Miss Rosa Randall is in town assisting
French, In the seventeenth century,
**®* U that name.
her mother in removing her household
s°v. 4.
N.
goods from the Randall house.

J

01 1

floncoo

( ()
lb

nal

Miss Blanche Bracy returned home Sat

County A’-ics

see

Maude Weils went
Thursday for the winter.
Mrs.

Hancorv

Mias G

rtrude Crabtree

has

for

he winter.

Mrs. G
visit in N

H.

Salley

*w

York and

has

from

returned

a

Boston.

contest for ladles. Miss Grace

Carroll

the

and

and

son

Mrs. Lucius Bridge ,
Winaor went to Boston Thursda;

Rockland

during

Augustus I. Foss enter-

they

employe< 1

will be

winter.

after

the

local union

will

m<><»t

with

numbers
to be

given
Waterville.

of

Ou

Friday afternoon

several

of

Nov. 4.

the

accepted the invitations sent out
by the pupils of the grammar school to be
present at the closing exercises of the
term.

the

authors’

her

closing
took

by

Saturday

pupils.

exercises of

the

afternoon

primary

Libby,

Mrs.

nouseiceeper
during the

the

who has been

ior

Holmes,
the

school

place. This school has been taught
Ethel Crabtree. A goodly num-

Misses Sara

Miss

Coggins

u.

and

is.

a

of

a

A

place

(

Many important

read.

Olive Coolidg< 1

wealth, nor
associated with schools and colleges,’’ was full
of good ideas. He claimed that art and music are fields that may be entered
by any-

the

painting

Turner,
ton

“The

his

Every patron

description
Ship”, by

of

Slave

which has been

museum

placed in the Bos-

at

the expense of
went home feeling

$75,000.
he

had

been lifted to a higher plane, and with a
firm resolution to get more out of life, to !
seek for higher and better
things.
Nov. 4.
51.
On

Sunday, Oct. 27, the home of C. B. Smith
was the scene of a very
pretty wedding, the
groom oelng Harvey Uatcomb, of Hancock, and
the bride Mias Margaret McCollum, a niece of
Mrs. Smith, alao of Hancock. The
ceremony
was performed by Rev. F. a. Snow,
pastor of
the Baptist church, and was witnessed
by rela-

tives and friends of the bride, who looked
very
charming In a blue traveling suit. After the
ceremony, the young couple left for Milbrldge
where they were to pass a few
days with friends
weiore going to their home In
Hancock—Cherry.

_

Tuesday evening, when
legree was given a candidate.
an

until

1806,

Senate

accept

a

position in tbe pension office, where he
was successively
promoted to chief ot tbe
finance division and deputy commissioner
of pensions.
Subsequently be was trausferred to the patent office, and in
October,

1878

assigned to the charge of tbe
Official Gazette.
By consolidation, tbe
was

Issue division

was

branch of the

office

In

Miss Annie Huberts closed

1880 added to that
and Mr. Babson was

harvest

a

Monday

evening,

paralyzing

t

oped that she will soon be about again.
The fu. eral of Wiillam Small
w h >sn

0 eoth

now

reported

was

improving,

eek, took place Tuesday at
y ine of his ten children were

[

ue

omt-s

j,

iruia.

v

ho lives in

b

ere

0

funeral,
are

for

hers

p ther.

which is

scattered

Mrs. Vesta

his

from

is

as

Baker, the daughter
had been at home

weeks, but most of the
arrived after the death of their
a

:

Stop the
Blight
a

sad

They

never

do well

worse

blight

to see a

of them don’t get
rights. While the rest

some

one

stays

can

stop

small.

is

no

should

strength

Scott's

that

makes

things

jrow.

Ebeu Dorr arrived home this week for
Scott’s
Emulsion
makes
Issue and Gazette „ short visit.
division, which position he yet holds.
Nov. 1.
< rhildren
Ego.
makes them eat,
grow,
Of tbe ninety-six volumes of tbe Official
iutl«tt»niaiKi.
j nakes them
makes them
Gazette, eighty-tbree have been prepared
Emery Barflett came home from New
and published under his direction ; and
y ork last week.
Give
the
weak
child a
of the 700,000 patents issued by tbe U. 8.
James Bain, of Northeast Harbor, called ( hance.
Scott’s Emulsion will
.patent office, over 450,000 have been pre01 friends here this week.
pared lor issue under bis supervision.
make it catch up
Everett Ober, who is teaching at SomesMr. Babson was one of the originators
of and uctive participators in tbe patent T* lle, spent Sunday with his mother.
with the rest.
centennial celebration in tbis city, and
Willis Hadley has gone to Portland,
This picture represents |
also in tbe centennial celebration of tbe fr 3m which
Trade Mark of Scott's !
place he will return to CaiiEmulsion and is on the 1
laying of tbe corner atone of the national fa ruia.
capitol, September, 1893. He was a memwrapper of every bottle.
Jbarlie Raymond, who broke his leg re*
ber of the
executive
committee and ce
Send for free sample.
He hopes
ntly, is getting along finely.
treasurer of the Admiral Dewey reception
t0 havs the plaster cast taken from his leg
SCOTT & BOWNE,
committee in 1899.
9Q 3u.
The school league, of which be is
He has always taken an active part in tr
Pearl St., Neur York. !
409
usurer, met at his home this week.
matters iookiug to the Improvement of
Jet 31.
B.
50c and $t. all druggists. I
1

appointed chief

was

!

of tbe

sleep,

slay.

son.

died

Hardy

a party at
The event was
in honor of the anniversary of her birthday. Refreshments were served during

George

Mrs.

her home

the

L.

gave

October 29.

on

on

the

were

recipients

of

the

I

Tues-

day evening, Oct. 29, the oocaaion being
the fiftieth anniversary of their weddiug
Three of their children, one son and two
daughters, were present. Mr. and Mrs.
Cole

Gray, of North Penobscot, wai
guest of J. 8. Csndsge 8u ndsy.j
Mrs. Kacbel Ksne and little dsughter
Father, of Brook lln, were guests of H. C.
Wilbur

company asaembled at the

home of Mr. and Mr#. E. P. Cole

[

Chstto this week.

Nov. 4.

very nice

some

Thursday

at

tbe

of

age

was

u.

a

respected cllizcn, with a
genial laugb and a story lor everyone.
He will be missed In the community.
During bis declining yesra tie was most
laitblully cared I or by bla grand-niece.

Williams,
place

and her bUBband.

Sunday,

on

Miss

officiating.
Flossie

Two scboonera are at the wharf of the
Lake Ice Co. with lumber.
Addle Lufkin

Wednesday.

left

for

spend

She will

j
|

Boeton

tbe winter

Win Lufkin and Miss Lillian A. Bridges
married

Mr. Lufkin

.Saturday evening,

1

Oct. 28.

former reeldent of

was a

Ten thousand demons gnawing away at one's
vhala couldn't be much worse than the tortures
of Itching piles. Yet there's a cure.
Doan's
<Hutment never falls.—Adrl.

Eila-

worth.

|

Q. Young and Mrs. Maud Gray,
Bangor, have been in town visiting
friends. They returned on the “Cimbria”
Monday.
Mrs. A.

of

SibcrtisniuntB.

The whistle of the Twitcbell & Champ-

factory

is heard

HEADACHE

more, and

once

the festive clam is

hunting his hole so to
William Buckminster is in charge

speak.

“Both my wife and nirself have been
using CAScARKTS aud they arc tbs beat
medicine we have ever bad in the house. Last

usual.

as

Nov. 4.

O.

P. C.

wees my wife was frantic with headache for
twodaya. ah© tried some of your CASCARKTS,
and they relieved the pain in her bead almost
Immediately. We both recommend Caacarsta.'*
CHAU. STIDirORD.
Pittsburg Safe A Deposit Co Pittsburg. Pa.

_

Went Edoii.
Mrs. Emma Peach and little

stopping with

Mrs.

son

Peach’s

Arden

sister,

Suminsby, of Bar Harbor.
Raymond Kittredge, of Northeast Har-

Mrs. Abbie

Percy Higgins,
fora vacation,

back to bis duties

George
Monday.

next

M

vasot mas*

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Ts«te Good. Do
Qood. Never Hicken Weaken, or Grtixr, 10c. Sc, Ubc.

^

young couple have
their many freluds.

tbe

best

wishes

a

new

Milford Grindle died
He was bnrled yesterday.

last Thursday.

of

Henry F. York returned
from W aldohoro.
He Is
by the Chase Granite Co.

a

few

now

days ago
eu.pi

Misses Mabel and Kmma
Twining, who
have been the guests of Mrs. L B.
Grindle,
returned to their home at
Burlliugton
Mass last Monday.
The degree of honor gave a
masquerade
party at the A. O V. W. hall, last Salufdsy evening. The young people spec! a
The supper sfc
very pleasant evening.
excellent.

S<M
*;

...

a.* TsHk.

by
“"1< ^-srante-M
u»

all

SJt

rtru*,[

Dr. Emmons’

Fears fcr bia

Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
hundred* of anxious women. There is post,
ti vely no other remedy known to medtrai eelcnn> that will so quickly ami safely do the
w ork. I.o»ge*t and nio-tobutinate irregular*
ides Irowanycauee relievedaloure. Success
guarsnlred at any stage. No pain, danger.
or interference with work.
Have retie red
hundred* of ra«e» where others have failed.
Tin* most dtflU uft rn-fn sureCMfully treated
by mall, and !*eneflrial result* guaranteed In
Instance. Nor!»k whatsoever. We treat
every
hundred* of ladies w liotu we never see. W’rite
for valuable partlcular*and free confidential

Eversrd Clough and wife, of Bangor,
spent a couple of days in town tbe past
week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Frosr.

member,till* remedy l«ab*olut*ljr safe under
every |>o**lble condition and puefttrely
leave* no after IM ethet upon the health.
Br inatl, aeeurely aeafed,
Al! money
if'u
-S««u'd Im>'registered. Addle**, l»IL
J. W.l 'I MOSS ('().. ihTreroeu
Boston.

ji.

Mrs. John Jordan is lu failing health.
Frank Frost and wife were in Ellsworth

•

!

Thursday.
Frank Frost will

Candage left last Wednesday for
Philadelphia where she Intends to remain
the
winter.
during
Rosa

€*•*•■*,

in.Tn.R4H
nU* I U*Dhu

Mr. and Mrs. Gouya
start for Florida to spend the

winter.
Not. 1.

CURE CONSTIPATION.

...

•*•*»•«

Marlawlls.

wood-honse?

aioisnaio

bead manager in the
Austin at Bar Harbor
as

Belle Rich, ot tbia place, and
Frederick Gouya, of Bar Harbor, were
married Thursday In Ellsworth.
The

soon

^

toudccuew

who has been in Boston
He
h

Miss Mae

will

CATHARTIC

ban returned.

_

llluelitll.

Richard Ashworth is building

^

Northeast Hsrbor Lend Co. bM
been organized st Mt. Desert for the pur*
poee of acquiring and Improving real ea*
tate, with fT,800 capital stock, of which
nothing Is paid In. The officers aret
President, John W. Homes, of Ml. Deaert;
treasurer, M. L. Allen, Mt. Desert.
The

store of

Hit, wife rfieS in

vnnno,

HUB.

Sft. IVWMTt.

presents.

Miss

4

rails.

Ml-s Stella Friend, of Bar Harbor .visited
I frlotidi In thin nlacr t hi* wenk.

4._E.

Sedgwick.
A pleasant

white

Kh«i

Hlnehlll

evening.

Nov.

bor, spent Sunday with his parents. He is
building a store at Northeast Harbor,
which is nearly completed.

Collar

John Wentworth, who la employed at
Bar Harbor, waa home with bla family
last Sunday.
Mrs. Llirla Bragdon and daughter Gertrude, of Lamoine, visited relatives bere ■
few days last week.
M. P.
Nov. 4.

ar-

elgbly-three years, nine months, and
three days. His father, John Collar, was
one of tbe first settlers, and tbe deceased
was the last of a family of six.
He married Maria Kenney, of Fort Fairfield, by
whom he had two children, both dying

_

Emulsion
s a medicine with
lots of
in
it—the
kind
of
strength

their

Collar,

Llnwood Woodworth It visiting bla
sister, Mrs. Nettle Scammooe.
Enoch Burgrta, of Milbrldge, la stop4
plug with bla slater, Mra. Mionla Hardi-

Saturday aud held services at
the church on Sunday.

are

No*- 3.

stay

here to Cali-

Boston. The writer

Tbe oldest resident of lbs town, James

Garland

blight. There
reason
why such a child

home,

of

The funeral took

atifacrtisnucnts.

Scott’s Emulsion

last

Flynt,

Mrs. Leonard

1 that

present at

remarkable,

California,

few

it

In The American

v

b

and

Island, just completed. It 1b on the extreme southern end of the island from
which there is a magnificent view of the

grow big and strong
small and weak.

one

ide.

She is

have spent their fall mouths for several
years. Next summer they plan to occupy,
with their Iriends. their cottaee on Gntt’.

But

Margaret Thurston is quite ill
effects of a shock.
The a tick

c -tine ou

Mrs. Henry Peterson and Miss Lizzie
Robertson, of Philadelphia, spent last
Sunday at Freeman Gott’s. They were
en roufe for
Holderness, N. H., where they

their

the

big deer credited toa Bangorsportsin last week's locals was the onesbot

The

misinformed.

strike children. Good health
is the natural
right of children.

V.

»

Haynes of Ellsworth, with a
party of friends, was at Lakeview, Alligator lake,from Sunday until Wednesday.

L. B.

Bangor,

school at

8.

4

granatin.

Miss Lena Blalsdell Is working for Mra«
Garrlsb, of West Sullivan.

rived here

I in clam

^

Dr. H. W.

Another box of books for the
lib-ary and
free reading room has been sent from
Philadelphia, and will soon be in the
bands of the librarian, Mrs. McRae.

It is

lu*(*r lmi**.

Alra.
rom

turning Tuesday.

by

East

Jennings and Noble Bowiby,

were

man

day.
Nov. 4.

this summer, have returned to Boeton.

theological

abort visit.

a

H. P. A. Spofford returned
from Boston Tuesday.
4
John J. Spofford left Wednesday for
Kockland on business, returning Thurs-

Miss Nellie FosMiss Carrie
ter, who have spent their vacation here

from the

for

home

Hayes.
Gray and

H. M. Conners, of Bar Harbor, went to
Camp Pleasant to-day with a party of

Mrs. F. E. Mace and Henry Williams
in Bangor tbe drat of tbe week re-

Thomas Jackson have gone

a

i

Mr. and Mrs.

with Mrs. Ellen

in Massachusetts.

Clark and Mortimer Goodwin,
of Franklin, are in loa n for a few days’

Frank went

sickly.

successful

Nov. 4.

f

son

afterwards but stay small and

visitors

home in Boston after

F. A. Avery, proprietor of Camp Pleasant, shot a bear n«ar the camp Thursday.

_

nesday

returned to her
few weeks’ visit

Frost has

this weefc

Mr*. J. 8. Marshall left Wednesday for Kockland.
F. Herbert Gross arrived borne Wed-

is

Sargentvilie,

of

In Boston

Mr. and

Maine

Clarence

dis-

Lowe,

Georgie

Mrs.

town

friends.

to New

the rest.

■

••tub

by

thing to see fine
fruit trees spoiled by the blight.
You can always tell them from

erra of school here last
Friday, with an
uteresting and appropriate programme,
rh*-following pupils did not miss a half
4 lay: Clifford Graves, Forrest
Richardson,
Arthur Kief, Wendell Norwood, L^wis
I mith, Gladys Norwood, Ethel Norwood.

of tbe ad-

official in the L'. 8.
when be resigned to

was an

fourth

A

tupper followed. There were also
!rom Pamola grange, Hancock.

and

He

iue

Id

was

,

home at Base Harbor.

It is

Mrs. Abhie Austin last week. They were
ilso visitors at Limoine grange
meeting

portrait of John Walker Babson. formerly of tbis town, and the following
article:
a

ministration oj Mr. Lincoln be waappointed postmaster at Brooksville. but
soon Rfter resigned to come to
Washingtun with Hamlin, under whom be held
acosfidentlal position during tbe term of
Hamlin’s vice-presidency.

relatives here.

Emma Austin returned from
North Penobscot last week, w’here she
has been teaching, accompanied
by one
of her pupils, Miss Caro Lowell.
Ed Bowden and wife were the gnests of

The Department Seux, published
st
Washington, printed In Its issue of Oct. JS

incoming

Harbor,

Miss

JOHN WALKER BABSON.

On tbe

Caroline Austin, of Bar

visiting

is

Brooks vtllr.

teacher.

Lanums.

Mrs.

Silsby, of Bangor,

A. E. Mace and
wife, Charles Silsby and
wife, of Aurora, were In town to-day.

by

Hampshire.
James Benson and family have moved
from Gott’s Island, where they have been
living for the past two years, to their own

i

4._M#

near

was

E. B. Haskell left Vfedneeday fog

Mrs.

new

a

Haskell

business.

Boston.

winter.

were

Mr and Mrs.

trip

pleasure.

A. W.

Sprat.

Mrs.

an ex

Dr. Bartlett was In all respects a manly roan
Born In Lamolne, Me., April 6, 186*2, reared
upon a farm, he early imbibed a spirit of self
reliance and of determination. At the age ol
nineteen he was a teacher, which profession he
followed for some years. In March, 187», hi
was graduated as an M. D. at Ann Arbor, Michigan university. In the same month became to
Boulder and has lived here ever since. He early
became identified with the progressive interests
of the city. Up to the time of his affliction he
had a lucrative practice in bis profession, being
exceptionally successful, and was for a number
of years county physician. He was a great
friend of education and was for several years
an active member of the school board.
He was
for a term city treasurer. He was also interested in various business institutions of the
city. In early life he became identified with the
masonic fraternity and was also a member of
me ttoyai Aren Masons and a
Knight Templar.
In December. 1882, he was married to Miss Mary
Holbrook who with four children, Myrl, aged
eighteen, Chenery aged thirteen. Mary aged
eleven, and ftuella aged eight, survive him.
«ortli

fieldtTimes.

John Walker Babson, chief of tbe Issue
Gazette division of tbe U. S. patent
office, is a native of Brooksville, Me.,
where be has retained his
residence, and
where tbe family homestead, owned
by
him, is yearly tbe summer borne of himself and family.
He received his education in the
public
schools and at tbe Maine
Wesleyan, at
Kent’s Hill, Me., where be was for a time

In

a

Saturday,

Tremoni.

obituary of Dr. Ruel Bartlett
whose death on Friday. Oct. 25, was re
ported in The American last week, says

ucation itself is the training of the mind
and faculties for usefulness in life. Particwas

Boulder, Col.,

was

Great Pond.

were

were

*nci the reunion

bunting.

Nov. 4.

tended

one who desires; that the rich and
poor
alike may enjoy these. He presented the
Idea that schools are but easier and
quicker
means for procuring
knowledge, white ed-

ularly interesting

of

No?.

cussed.

on a

Herald,

The

Reports

matters

ment is

with

made vacant

brother.

Lewis Benson and
to Boston last week.

necessarily associated
is education necessarily

mutual

re-elected, with
deacon. W. T.

was

new

and

pupil* referred to in the last
week’s America* North
Sedgwick items
as former pupil* 0f
Mrs. Mayo were members of the “fir*t
class,’. There were, in
all, sixteen of her old pupils present at the

The

council.

two

E. W.
on

guest of Capt. Roland Lowe and wife.
Capt. Arthur Powers, who commands
yacht “Barbara”, has arrived home for the

Gertrude Stone.

The six

spirit of good will

the

was present,
and ail were
pleased with the entertainment.
j ively last Friday. Pleasing exercises, con
Saturday evening Pamola grange was sisting of recitations and music, were helc
vis'ted by State Lecturer Thompson. His in Miss Coggins’ school in the afternoon
Nov. 4.
H.
lecture upon the thought that “Refine-

not

Mrs.

the
A
memorial tribute to the members passed
to the eternal life during the year, Deacon
J. H. Pease and Benjamin Robinson, was

much

a

of

to take the

death

W. R.C. has
recently received
members, Mrs. Nettle Bettell

The
new

Wednes-

on

the officers of the church and
secretaries of the various societies.

closed very successful terms of school li
this district and precinct No. 5 respect

ber of visitors

here

given by

a (

Hodgkin
summer, has re
Franklin.

L-apt.
and

spring

turned to her home in

acting

meeting

hoard of officers

addition

the

kins.

with poems and quotations, *11 given
from memory, showed the faithful earnest
effort of both the teacher, Miss Laws, and

people

to his concepand his scholarly
as

Harbor branch of the

day evening, Oct. 30.
and harmony ruled
same

Parker

:s

Mt. Desert Congregational church of Tre-

►

large

a

Krehbciit0f the New York Tribune,
having a cottage built there also. E.
W. Mayo la
doing the work.

him*

house-warming,

mont held its annual

Une Femme.

having

Is

Frank Preaaey arrived home Tuesday.
Howard left town Thursday.

the

William

bis cottage at

on

Point.

the

The Southwest

Miss Inez

particularly
lives, together

addition put

of human nature.

Lamoinc.

The examinations and

sketches of

winter.
George p. Cochran

set

having
his residence.
is

Haskell

Frank

Mrs. Evaiine

the

as a preacher.
A series of sermons
topic, “Why I do not Become a
Christian,” under points of ‘‘Not Good
Enough to Join a Church,” “Faults aud
Failings of Professed Christians,” etc are
of deep interest marked by a knowledge

citizens

Donnell, of Franklin, return
home this morning after Beveral months
stay in the family of Capt. Charles Hodg

i’rof. Rawed cj the
academy, has
v
rented the
George A. Clough house for

ability

quietly married at the parsonage
Wednesday evening, Oct. 30, by Rev. W
H. T. Bock. They left on thef steanie
“Frank Jones” Thursday for Portland, re
turning Saturday.

the programme is the lecture
in the evening by Miss Koch,

Harbor, both

tion of pastoral duties

were

on

proving

Walker is

esteem and confidence of the
and at Bass

on

John P. Stevens,
a
few’ days in

and

spending

*re

town.

worker, and is winning the

earnest

an

Boston,

Capt.
flagstaff

__

Freeman

Marblehead

of

Mr.

Rev. Dean A.
self

Babson and Harold A. Grind!

Miss Rae

Hancock Christian Endeavor society
8.
Among the attractive

Friday, Nov.

of

been

correspondence,

considerable

week.

Georg* ^ Clough

by Mrs. Emma

lost

on

outing.

former resident

served.

Riverview

spoons.

watch

Bel-

his sister in

Northeast Harbor, made
* ^bort
visit home lately.
* be
#c»demy students held a Hallowe’en
party in Ktnja ball, Thursday evening.
C. c. Clough is spending some
week* wlth
her daughters in Boston.

silver sugar bow]

a

** Hinckley visited

***** IUlpb,

returned from the Boston home of the
finder who expressed himself as being
greatly pleased to find the rightful owner.
The watch was not injured by its little

J. B. Babson returned from Bostoi 1

Mrs.

prize,

U*

her way to the Cox-Freeman
wedding at Seal Harbor, and picked up by
a summer resident of Bar Harbor, has,

Wednesday, where she has been the gues
( of her daughter, Mrs. Charles West.
of this town, but now of Waltham, Mass.,
Mrs. Lena Lurvey and son Lawrenc
is visiting bis brother and sisters here.
have gone to Bar Harbor where they wil 1
John Wilken has moved to South Hanreside this winter. Mr. Lurvey is em
cock, where he has purchased the house
ployed there.
owned
formerly
by Warrenton Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Flye celebrated th<
Mrs. Sophia Haven, after spending the
tenth anniversary of their marriage Sat
summer with her father, Mr. Wood, in
urday evening. Nov. 2. A very pleasan
West Gouldsboro, is at home for the
evening was enjoyed. Refreshments wen
winter.
a

gold

The

where

the

won

dozen silver

a

Norwood

E. K. Hopkins, manager for the Seacoaa
Packing Co., in this town, left for his win
ter home at Ellsworth Friday.

company of friends at their home

Thursday evening.
Capt. Eben Wooster,

nail-driving

Jessie and Nellie Tibbetts have gone t<

week.

a

company has been advertising its remedies at Tremont hall for s
week past, offering a varied list of attrac*
tions each evening to draw the public,
Considerable interest was created by the

subject, “Japan.”
Mrs. Isaac Bridges.

for

rbur*i«y.

are

The

b#«tr l%l«-

in BosCapt. Charles Gray and wife are
ton thia week.
Mrs. George Knight returned from

Saturday.
George L. Hardy and Joseph Davis have
reached home recently.

left

hia houae In

quite *erlou*,

Saturday.

^
8® Hweet will occupy Mrs. Albee’s
,OUS€ Hda winter.

repairing

the

near

clothing.

Nor. 4.
Bos-

from

Capt. Parker Lowe returned
ton

open Arc and ■
burn*, though fl
Dot dangerou*.
|
Jk*.

too

set Are to ht»

V

Massachusetts

la

village.
Hinckley

home.

few calls at Bass Harbor.

a

Ormnig

«M

I*c«*r

North

''jumper”

the

NEWS.
COUNTYSir*.
other page*

For additional

Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Emma Damon has arrived home
from Medford, Mass.
Mrs. George Small returned from

‘I*®

to

there

the

la aecond aaalatant at

John M. Snow

A medical

for two weeks,

John B »wden and Henry Johnson are
spending * few weeks deer hunting.
Mrs. F nnie Rice, of Prospect Harbor,
was the guest of Miss Nancy Abbott last
Mr. and Mrs.

made

“Farther Lights Society” will mee t
at the chapel Wednesday evening, Nov. 6-

ting in Marlboro.
Miss Emma Ctine has gone to Philadel-

tained

Boston, returned last week.

The

from ten.

phia

visitiuj ►

Mayo and daughter Caro went b *
Southwest Harbor Saturday for a shor ^
visit.

returned

F'K. Herrick
,c®4«Wy.

Rev. G. H. Hefflon, of Ellsworth Fall?,
spent a few days of last week at O. W.
Cousins’. He visited the literary club, aud

Isaac

in

was

1*^00
l?1

ington expecting to go from
Lowell, Mass., before her return

B. O. Dollard and wife are visiting Ml
mother in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Addie Marks who has been

(*'<!<*

cupany before the winter snows.
Kirs. Walter Stanley has gone to Ston-

Melros |

to

Doilard’s

friends in

Hodgkins, ot Trenton,
town Saturday and Sunday.

t

Northeast Harbor.

other page*.

Kben H

Flye is visiting friends

a

other

Met

Everton Gott’s cottage is framed and
the owner hopes to have it ready for oc-

»

Miss Ellen

NEWS."

XTY

%adv.

Bro«kllt>.

urday.

ITetn,

ror Additional County

work

Mark

commence

his winter

Monday.

on

Frost is not

recovery

are

so

well.

entertaiued.

Tredwell

Mr.

has bought tbe house
owned and occupied by Edward
Jordau and moved bis
family there. Mr.
Jordan has moved his family to Ella- 1
worth.

formerly

Nov. 2.
W«*Ht

jr

j

ItHIICOfilt.

George Abbott is quite III.
Schooner
Dcmmcna
“Telegraph”,
Miss Lena Black, of
Dedham, is a guert
master, loaded witn paving blocks last
at A. E. Tracy’s.
week lor Jack Cbarnley.
She sailed for,
New York last Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie Dorr, of Bar
Harbor, is In
town visiting relatives.
Nov. 4
o.
I The school exhibition which
was resouth llunroefe.
>/’
borted in last week’s paper to be
given on
Miss Blanche Smith went to Waltham,
the evening of Nov. 5, will take place the
.Musa Saturday.
Evening of the 9th. All are cordially luMiss Nancy J. Whittaker, of
Franklin, filed.
is the guest of Mrs. R. H. Young.
| Nov.
Sl’mac.
Capt. Eben P. Wooster, of Waltham, tm»uldnt>oro.
Mass
ha»* been visiting relatives in this
►School in this district closes
Friday.
vicinity the past week.
there was a dance at the Bay view Friday
H.
left this

■

j
mediate and

a care follow*. It ia not
drying—doe*
not produce aaeaclag.
Large 8i*e, 50 cent* at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, to cent* by mail.
4
ELY UKOTUEU8,55 Warran Sueet, New York.1

3.__

Harvey
Coggins
morning for light.
Genuine stamped CCC Never sold In bulk.
Pasadena, Cal., where he will be employed
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell
Mrs. A. 8. Kolfe spend a few
in a hotel. Mr. Coggins will stop for a
days in Bar
Hwbor last week.
“something just as good/*
brief visit with his brother, I. H.
Coggins,
tody Aeh gave a hlrthday party last
of Malden, Mass.
T! Irsday evening, Oct. 31. It was
LADIES Reco.nmen 1 as th* BEST
Robert Haley has returned from Princegreatly
eniiyed by all present.
ton where be has been on business. Since
bur
hi*

return

Mr.

Haley

has removed

piazza from his bouse, formerly owned
the late Jeremiah Wooster.
Nov. 4.
W.
M'tiuit

t

liul, one of

Crown Brand

tbe

eigbt-monthe-old Bartby
jtwins, got badly burned last Thursday 1 He was playing in a “baby jumper”
k

the

lett

and

is

in the absence of
supposed
his Ad her, Mrs. Fred Bartlett,
he rolled
that

Immediate relief,

no

danger, no pc to.

* **** uh**

JTTL
KW6

All l>r unuli

xtabntisrmtnts.

Schooner, “M. C Mosley”,
wiled for Boston Saturday.

Capt. Grant,

^
Ethel filaisdell, of Lakewood, is
itopping at Dudley Martin’s.
Mrs. Flsville
Moon
attended
the

I'l'Jr
j¥
/

W

7

Miss

'ounty union at Bar Harbor last Wednealay.
Nov 4.
Yankapoo.

♦

I!.

»*• ""'mil
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jrv.
*

X

\

*ch,id

«

W^ll 1
i
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1.

trooblll)1

**iPU“£f ro*» *“<1 iiuppy. Wh«af
‘sm'4 6,,d,dote*
*wm«£k .i4r
flr® it * f#w
of
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TRUE’S vf‘r"m ELIXIR

I sf/«j

y-s^swg?

^^»**i*\

trmawnt lor

T»|,,

flood rod* ot tna*

by mail #1J0 bo*.
worn mg no.. nM 1931 wn«Tim

Saturday.
Mrs. Annie Moou is visiting frieuds in
Lamolne.

P

ounTb,« r°a oflhetr innioalc rata*
UJilu?}£}'
**•* «•*>*• for aunpi* *ad
All

book.

Ferry.

Kate Googins, of Eastbrook, is in town.
Mrs. Ella Grant went to Bar Harbor

W
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Miss Grace Stewart has leturned home
South Gouldsboro, where she has
been for several weeks.
Mrs. Charles Blance, jr.,
Mary Blance were in West Gouldsboro,
one day last week.
and
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W. P. Hewins has had
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work

grading around his new house, which has
greatly improved his lot.
J. B. Cole has men hurrying the work on
his new house, with a view to moving in
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sometime this week.
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and most profusely illust'd
V4trr«li
an<*
published. It is read with eagerness by the father, the mother, the <-r
j
interdaughters, and even the children, containing, as it does, a w ealth of
all
and
to
classes.
It
ages
esting
already reaches nearly Too,oo.’rnes~',ver
1.500,000 readers. It is bright, cheerful and
Inspiration i lif* are in
In a thousand different ways, direct and
everv page.
indirect, it t b°w to
the foundation of true success in life—how to climb the ladder <.*-hievement.
Its contributors include the best known names in politics, religh lienee, art,
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the higrt standingmen who will write for no other
willing to gi ° readers of
Success the benefit of their wideanl valuable experience. A sent articles upon
_~_
“Careers” will form a special feature of Success for 1902.
■•==2:r_T:v.rvrr
Thlustrations in
Success are by the best artists in the country. The inspiration <i lifetime hascome to thousands of St'CCEss readers
dollar,^its
their
98.00 per year
investment
through
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Carpenter

moved back here

on

was

Saturday

from his
ribs

thrown

and

had three

te one or more

of

undergoing repairs.

rived

on

been at

Winfred

sea

Farnhara

for six months

the “Silver Star”

they have been employed in the sarfactory.
Mrs. Maria Ash, who had a surgical
operation last week by Dr. Haskell, of
North Sullivan, and Dr. Damon,of Franklin, is getting along as well as can be
expected.
where

Nov. 4.

B.

Mlnehlll.

There will be

a

social dance at tbe

Bluehill, spent Sunday
Hinckley.
a

with

Miss

Emma

sociable at the hall

Mon-

day evening, Nov. 11, for the purpose of
raising money tor a travelling public li*
brary.
/
School
closed Friday with the usual
exercises.

Those not absent one-half

day
L. Dunbar,
Eunice H. Dunbar, Lewis U. Giles, Levi
B. T. Gill is. Hazel M. Gillis, Jennie H.
Jennie L
Grindle, Lydia I. Grindle.
Wescott and Maynard Treworgy were
were

F. Marion

uiny

Runmn uuo

Nov.

Dunbar,

Effie

u«ty

4._W.

Went Tremont..

Mrs. Nettle C. Tinker, who has been
West Tremont for the past
week, returned home this week to Min-

staying at
turn.

Thelma.

Nov. 4.

Napoleonlams.
I made a great blunder in not erasing
Prussia from the map of Europe.
After my fall the voice of fortune bade
me die; honor compelled me to live.
I hate illusions. That Is why the world
meant for me always the fact and not the

right.
There is
I shall be

no

future

for

me

except when
can reach

Calumny

no more.

only so long as I live.
I have been compared to many celebrated men, both modem and ancient; in
point of fact, I resemble none.
When I had done with the revolution, I
made public opinion, and succeeded, to
the intense astonishment of the revolutionists.
Had I wished to be merely chief of the
revolution my part would have soon been
played. I became its master because I
had a sword.
I have been extravagantly praised, like
all sovereigns who achieve extraordinary
feats, but I always knew what my intrinsic value was.
The word “liberal’* that has so much
charm for ears of idealogues has been inIf I am a usurper,
vented by myself.

me

they

are

plagiarists.

From the moment I became chief of
the government I looked to myself for advice and did well.
My mistakes date
from the moment I began to listen to advisers.
I have three groat days in my life—
Marengo. Austerlitz and Jena—unless I
would add as fourth that on which I gave
audience to the emperor of Austria in a
ditch.
Kings never lack cavaliers about them.
You ask a
I never allowed criticisms.
physician to cure a fever, not to satirize
Administer
remedies?
Have
it.
you
them!

iou

have not:

Hold your tongue.

laws; my institutions
are imitated, my works bought; oue apes
my polities and even the tone of my
court.
My government has not, then,
been as absurd and as bad as was given
our.—From "Maximes et Peusees du
Prisonier de Ste. Helene.’*

Europe copies

my

fHrtjital.

Ellsworth

of

zen

to

Answer This.

Honestly
Ellsworth

a

representative citi-

more

farther on you drive.
For many, seeking shorter

through Dilly-

cuts

dally Lane,
Get

so

far off the

highway that they find It ne’er

again!
You’ll be allured, as you go on, by fl<igcrposto<
that say,
‘Take Chance’s Road, past Waitlngvlde, It’s far
the better way;’
But I this safer route would fain upon your
mind impress.
The ’Keep a-tryln” signboards mars the highway to Success.
•‘The road that

runs through Waitingville basr
prospects bright and fair,
When first you start, but farther on, it leads
through swamps of Care,
And, after that, you’ll have to climb the weary
hill of Debt;
Then, still bevond, there looms In view the toBgate of Regret.
And so, mv boy, when starting on the road of
Life, alone,
The route your Uncle Hiram chose I trust you’ll
make your own,
And heed his plain directions, if you’d qulto

distress,
The’Keep a-tryln” signboards
way

to

mark

Success.’’

the

high-

—Roy Farrell Greene, in Succest.

Urgal Not ices.
STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable the Justices of the Supremo
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock, on the Second Tuesday of October.
A. D. 1901.
E. BARTER, recently of Isle an.,
Haut, in the County of Hancock, respectfully represents, that be has the record title
of a certain parcel of real estate situated in
said Isle au Haut, it being part of lot No.
Seven, and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning at the north corner bv th*
road or highway, running north sixty-seven
and a half degrees east eight rods; thenco
south twenty-three degrees, east twelve rods
to stake and stone; thence
sixty-seven andLv
one-half degrees west eight rods to stake and *
stone; thence north twenty-three degrees east
twelve rods to the said road and first-mentioned bounds. Said lot containing ninetysix rods, intending also to convey the dwelland all other buildings thereon,
ing-house
being the same premises which were con1'
veyed to him by Hannah Kempton. on tho,
seventeenth day of June, A. D. 1875, by her
deed of warranty of that date, recorded In
the Hancock County Registry of Deeds, In
Book 150, Page 568, tnat his said record title
of said real estate is incumbered by an undischarged mortgage given by your petitioner
to said Hannah Kempton, of even date wifB
said deed of warranty, and recorded in said
Registry, in Book 152, Page 171.
That your petitioner has been in uninterrupted possession of said real estate for

JOHN

tu'emtv

uaa ro

of 11*

U10

OTntrafinn

nf

tho (irnrt

limited in said mortgage for the full performance of the conditions thereof; that according to his best knowledge and belief, said
mortgagee has been dead for over twenty
vears since the expiration of said time, that
her estate has never been administered upon:
that said mortgage has been fully paid, and
that the persons claiming under said mortgagee are unknown.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that after
such notice as the court may direct, said
court, upou hearing, may enter a deciee butting forth the facts in this case, and its findings in relation thereto, according to the provisions of Chapter Eighty of the Public Acts
of the State of Maine, for the year 1895.
Dated this first day .of Septeriiber. A. D. 1901.
John E. Barter.
Joseph Williamson, attorney for plaintiff.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:
Supreme Judicial Court.
October Term A. D. 1901.
Upon the foregoing petition orde-°'1,
the petitioner cause an attested copy thereof
and of this order thereon to be published in
the Ellsworth American, a public newspaper
published at Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock and State of Maine, three weeks successively, the last publicatiou to be thirty daysat least before the term of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for said Court on the Third Tuesday of January A. D. 1902. that all persons interested in the subject matter of said petition may then and there appear before our
said Court and be heard thereon.
A. P. WlSWELL,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the petition and order of
Court thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Daniel M Dow, of the town of
Tremont. county of Hancock, and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated September 11, a d 1P99, and recorded in the registry of deeds for said county of Hancock, in
book 341, page 191, conveyed to me, the undersigned, one half part undivided, of a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in the said town
of Tremont, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit:
A part of lot No. 3 on plan of Mount Desert,
made by Salem Town, Jr.. Esq., a. d. 1808, and
beginning at a stake in the swamp northwest
of the site of the dwelling house lately burned

WHEREAS

to a stake; thence south 22® west thirtyrods to the north line of Andrew Lopaus*
home lot; thence following said north line
north 68° west forty rods to a stake and stones;
thence north 2'2* east thirty-two rods to the
first-mentioned bound, and containing seven
(7) acres more or less, and being the same
M. Dow
premises conveyed to the said Danieldated
Nobv deed from Hannah W. Gilley
vember 5, a. d. 1894. which said deed is of
record in the aforesaid Hancock registry of
And whereas the condition of said
deeds.
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by
reason of the breach of condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.
Melville L. Allen.
Dated at Mt. Desert this ‘24th day of October, a. d. 19J1.
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“Bessie and Lillie”, Capt.
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Samuel Jones is building an addition to
his stable and making repairs on his

Address all orders to

The Teaslnir Ilnbtt.
Recognizing the causes which produce
the teasing habit, the cure is self evident.
“Let your communication be yea. yea.
and nay. nay." nml never let it be "nay.
word once
yea." or “yea. nay.” I*et the
spoken be unchangeable even though you
mind and conclude that you

to

broken.
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Mrs. Jonas Lindsey, with her daughter
Miss Grace, is visiting at Franklin for a
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Christmas present tn,a subscription
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The above exceptional offers are extended to our readers by arrangement with the magazine, Succf -hich has made exclusive clubbing contracts
with allot the above periodicals at extraordinarily low prices based on heavy subscription guarau5* ''e, assure our readers that these peri
odicals cannot be obtained in any other way at so small a cost. Subscriptions will begin with
./UMPted, whenever possible to supply copies,
orders early, with names of the magazines,
otherwise with the issue of the month following that in which the subscriptions are received Send m
the address or addresses to which they are to be sent, and the club price.
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Last week the fine ship "St. James", Capt. R.
M. Tapley In command, arrived at this port.
She is a bark of 1,453 tons net register. The
ship is owned by the California shipping company. A cargo of 65,000 cases and 1,000 barrels
of salmon will be taken aboard at this point.
This is the first cargo of salmon ever shipped
around Cape Horn. The ship will sail from
here to New York, going first to Port Townsend, where a crew will be shipped and stores
taken on. Mrs. Tapley and baby are with the
captain and will make the trip around the Horn.
The captain and Mrs. Tapley are fine people
and have sailed the sea all their lives. They
have maiyr stories and reminiscences to tell of
their trips in foreign lands. The ship will sail
in about one week .—Blaine, ( IVash.) Journalt
Oct. 18.
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Hiram Dolliverand Miss Goldie Martin
were married by their pastor. Rev. J. L.
Pinkerton, on Friday. The young people
nave the good wishes of the neighbor-
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E. F. Ray and her daughter Miss
are spending this week with relatives in Cherrylield and Milbridge.
Mrs.

eL

j

summer.

There will be

turned from
THE NEW ENOLAND M AC1AZINE paints with lov.ntf touch
the historic landmarks of New England; recalls her customs and trarations, and tells of the achievements of New Englanders in all parts
,.f tin- world.
It forms a monthly "oH home week" for every New
Englander, no matter how far away. Month!,, lJM„r annum?

as to
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beet pursue
when
roads
t.*rk
branching ways,
out, a»
they're Inclined to do.
Each bears the equal marks of well worn travel,
like as not,
And so, one’s undecided which he’d better
choose to trot;
But I’ve learned the route, my bov.auathua
much I’ll confess—
The ‘Keep a tryin” signboards mart the highway to Success.
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a party of twenty sisPuritan assembly, North Sullivan,
on Wednesday. The visitors were received
in the K. of P. hall which had been
tastefully decorated. At 6 o’clock supper

COSMOPOLITAN l> a leader am«(r t X monthly
of human interest mely. sugE2Ri
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It to so widely known, a.£d
through its many years of success* as to need
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Miss Leila Hodgkins is the guest of Mrs.
Emma Carpenter for a few days.
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Mri, Lydia Farrar is quite ill at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. E. D. Chase.
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The McKinley school improvement
league is rehearsing for an entertaiument
to be given the last of the term.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton, who has been
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Reviews (new) f 2.00

Cosmopolitan,

tee

Ash Till*.

E. W. Cleaves
and wife attended the launching in Milbridge on Tuesday, Oct. 29.
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COUNTY NEWS.
#b* additional

The little Preble girl, who has been so
Mra. Ira Workman, of (Jouldsboro, visited her mother, Mrs. J. M. Williams, ill with pneumonia, is out of danger.
Miss Mary Goodwin spent Sunday at
Thursday.
Mrs. Nelson Morse and daughter Miss West Gouldsboro, calling on her many
Veru are at Mrs. Morse’s parents for a friends.
y/

of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
which annual subscriptions to several
magazines
lot the Pric« of one. Last season more than
people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.
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girl has set the standard l reside for the winter.
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else in the union. Read this:
Last Wednesday, while Roy Tapley was everywhere
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aching
worse,
sider. but let
takes an American girl to wea C
but
it
unchanged.
has
and
to me, the undereffort—remains
granted
assigned
the
ministers
as
present
capacity. Among
the matter over and will reply
and the debt therein a
the said

thinking

having given your
you can; then,
▼erdict. let it be unchangeable.
the child s wishof
ion
Prnmnt recam it
tueir
oi
leg. a judicious consideration
and uu■character and then a iiuiet. firm
them
to
reversible decision in regard
will soon teach the child the uselessness
Ann Arof teasing.—American Mother.
bor, Mich. ___
It ja usually the notior half that gels
soon as

the worst of

it.__

Wo bear a great deal of foolish talk nowadays
coffee,
about the possible harm from drinking
unwholesome and
and the market Is full of
coffee
If the
you
coffee
heap substitutes for
don’t condemn all
drink doesn’t agee with you,
with
chicory
flavored
Roasted grain
coffee.
tie
medicine virtue, and It can
may have patent
hut It has nothing of
made to U.MC like coffee,
a
morrn
aa
value
the flavor nor the wholesome
In pure coffee, ir
log beverage which Is found
ask your grocer
to he absolutely safe,
vou waul

coffee Imported hy
to get the extra high grade
are the largest dl.
Chase A Sanborn. They
world. Adit.
tbe
in
tributes of fine coffeoa

“The American

tlcent outgrowth thus far of the coop'reive idea in the United States, have Y
creased iu fifty years to over 6,000 asso'
distributed
throughout ev7
at ions,

of

building andJOfi"
«•
nearly absolutely s»«
quote from an exba^ive
associations of this co*>try

•‘Investment

association
it can

be,”

report

on

is

to
the

published by
lor

lUf

them.

as

the

government,

NStlUg,

girl so completely understands tb 3
art of dressing well. See, for a moment
“No

to b

how true tom is or rue gin

of

gadnees,

freshen
making everything in its vicinity
ito

smilea.—Waehington Ireing. j

An
used

old bachelor says love Is d capsule
rnatridisguise the bitter pill rf

tuouy.

majority

of

men are

better

pleased

good dinner Matt when
Greek.
to
•‘Why, I didn’t think yon intended
I didn’t at first,
encourage him.” “Well,
to discourage him!”
but it was
when they have
their wives talk

a

impossible

1

and at desks in offices. But the America 1
1
girl does not atop with her persont
beauty. She is clever enough to kno' v
exaotly how to dress to suit her circuit)

to

The

on Q
an

of the working girls ol other nationi
kuowa bow literally true this la.
••The working girl iu America is prettie r
to begin with. We all know that some c *
the prettiest types ol American girlhoo *
are found behind the counterB ol storr 8

companions.—Jeremy Taylor.
fountain

m

[

supporting girl ol America. Every
wbO'has seen anything ol the world

time,
No man can be provident ol
bis
woo ia not prudent in the cboiceOI
b>

a

nunecu

come—

“”8
and accumulated profits, which gl*
'o*""
scilve capital ol the aasociation, an
ed ss last as they accumulate.”—
Home Journal.

A kind heart Is

or

ehe wtio isout iu the world earniu
her daily bread. No girl in the worl 1
dreeaes more becomingly than the Bell

ujom.-.,.

stances, and rarely does she overdress.”

|

The
local.
dates

Buperlority

ol

men is mere! y
because their assc

some

great
They
little.—Johnson
are

are

who took part in the services were Revs.
H. W. Conley, M. 8. Hartwell, George R.
Lockwood, Charles Harbutt, Ebenezer
Bean, Charles E. Whittier, George E.
Kinney. D. A. Walker, and the pastor.
Tomson.
Nov. 4.
North

Brooknvlllo.

Bentley Grindle is having
at Brooksville.
Miss

quite

Pbebe

ill the

Howard,

a

house built

who

has

been

past week, is better.

Moore, of Castine, was in
week, the guest of John Wessel,

Hezekiab
town last

George Staples and family have returned to their home at North Sedgwick.
C.
Nov. 2.
...'.
_

Catarrh

Is

an

excessive

secretion,

longer duration.
ary trouble set

this time

a

signed,
mortgage
by secured and all his right by virtue of said
mortgage to the premises thereby conveyed#
of
assignment dated October 17, a. d.
by deed
1901, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 3«7. page 505. And whereas the

urin-

developed into
something serious, the secretions being
scalding and at night annoying, breaking
my sleep five or six times. I took remedies
for the complaint but they had no effect
and as I had read of Doan’s Kidney Pills
and knew of several people who had used
them and claimed they were good, I got
a box at Wiggin’s drug store, hoping thej
would do as well for me as they had foi
others.

1

and

condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now. therefore, by reason of the bieach of the
condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
I*e*nnis R. Soper,
Dated October 22, a. d. 1901.
subscriber

been
THEhe ofhas the
late of

continued the treatment until 1

^PHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisX
estate of Jane McCarthy, Into
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bond* as the law directs.
All persons having demauds against the estrator of the
of Bucksport,

by all dealers; price 50 cent*
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N

For sale
box.

Y.,

sole

agents

Remember
no

other.

for

estate

cock,

well, the aching ceased and the urinary troubled was corrected.”
a

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

of John Hardirfon,
Franklin, in the county of Handeceased, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to-make payment immediately.
Ji-HN U. HaKDISON
October 1, 1901.
trator

was

accom

panted with chronic Inflammation, from the
Hood’s Sarsaparilla acti
mucous membrane.
on the mucous membrane through the blood, re
duces inflammation, establishes healthy action
and radically cures all cases of catarrh.—Advt

About

in

the U. S.

the name, Doan’s, and tak<

I

tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imWM. Bkazley.
mediately.
September 3, 1901.

aWjtrtiaemcnts.

ScTyoU

Miserable.

Trouble Makes Ton

Almost
papers Is

who reads the newsknow of the wonderful
cures
made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
the great kidney, liver
and bladder remedy.
It is the great medical triumph of the nineteenth century: discovered after years of
scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney and bladder specialist, and is
wonderfully successful in promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root Is not recommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested
In so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
felling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
send your address
tog
Dr. Kilmer &, Co., Bing- g
hamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent and Rome of 8 wnp-Root.
dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.

everybody
to

sure

COUNTY NEWS.
additional

County

other page*

gee

Penobscot.

E. Varnum

Rockland Thursday and Friday of this week on business.
W. J. Creamer and B. H. Leach were in
A.

was

County Ifwi

For additional

GET UP

WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney

COUNTY

COUNTY NEWS.

in

other page*

#*«

home

was

Stinson is painting the

on a vaca-

new

drug

sea

fowl

store.

lots of

The gunners report
among the islands.

a position in Boston,
family there soon.
Mrs. Mary Wells left Monday for Lynn,
to spend the winter with her daughter.
Flye Bros, are buying herring and running them to the factory at Swan’s Island.
B. F. Paschal is building an addition on

Allie Warren has

will

move

his wharf

his

the

near

Gross

home from

came

and

yachting

Prof. Littlefield’s singing class is prea concert, to be given soon.
Herman Grindle was called home from
Islesboro Saturday on account of the ill*
ness

of his father.

Esther Dwelley,«f Franklin
were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman
Bowden Sunday.

Hay

and

Mrs. William Sellers was called to Bangor this week owing to the illness of her

father,

who is in the

All the schools

in

hospital

there.

town closed

day.

excepting in Bay district.
begin Nov. 18.

The winter

terms will

B. Clement

W.

has

just

schooner load of lumber

discharged

at

Mrs. Inez

a

which is being

his wharf.

Clement,

town,
Ginn, of Orland, FriBucksport, by Rev. Wil-

was

married to Charles

day,
liam

Nov.

1,

at

Forsyth.

Dr. M. A. Wardwell was initiated into
the first degree of masonry by the members of Rising Star lodge, F. and A. M.,
Wednesday evening, Oct. 30.
Nov. 4.

Suba.

Wednesday.

Nov. 9.

“\n

Rtnrp

Alice Cory, teacher of instrumental music at the seminary, has been

he delivered

dress in the interest

au

from

the

exposition

Pan-American

elected to

at

club

Buffalo.
S. W. Fifleld

was

the

to attend

in

Samuel.

last week.

lost

The animal
shot.

of his horses

one
was

taken

lame

tbeScbumann

of BaDgor.

D. Turner, of Isle au Haut, has
Boston after plans for three cottages which he will build there this winin

ter.

John White, of Rockland, who got his
feet crushed on Ryan & Parker’s quarry
last week, was taken to the hospital at
Bangor. One of his feet has been amputated, and It is thought the other will have
to come off.
Nov. 3.
Eugene.

were

saved,

me

visitors

came with

a

large delegation, confident ot winning,
but though feeling sore over their defeat were satisfied that they were beaten
fairly. Another game between the two
elevens may be arranged soon.
Caatlne
baa never scored against E. M. C. S. but
Is determined to turn the tables.

North Cast!nr.

guest
father, George H. Emerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perkins, of Penobscot, contemplate celebrating their golden j
South Penobscot.
wedding Saturday, Nov. 9.
J. W. Snow, of Sedgwick, has been here
Mias Florence Hutchins, who has been !
spending the past ten days with friends for a few days recently.
in Brockton, Mass., has returned home.
Frank E. Wilson, ot Boston, has been
George La Marsh closed a successful visiting relatives here the past week.
term of

school

Friday, and
the village.

in

the

Dunbar district

baa returned to his home at
He will resume his studies

business.

of

j

James Turner, who resides with
daughter, Mrs. Mary Perkins, was
made glad on her eighty-sixth birthday,
Saturday, November 2. Her friends and

j

the

the

beginning

winter term.

Mrs.

came

left substantial
and

to extend

and

greetings,

tokens of

their esteem

| Johnson W. Bridges was in Bangor last
week to see his son-in-law. Newell J.
j Gray, who has been critically ill.
!

j

!

good will.

Nov. 4.

L.

Kev. E. K. Drew In on the sick list.
There was no preaching at the Baptist
church Sundsy.

j

Mr. and Mrs. Stillman

N. Grlndal and

The golden wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman K. McIntyre will be
on Friday, Nov. 8, not Nov. 6, as
reported
by mistake in Thk American last week.

niece, Miss Billie Binder, have gone
to Rockton, S. C., where Mr. Grlndal will
be employed on granite this winter.
Will

Thayer, a friend
panied them.
Nov.

of

the

family,

4.Climax.

aibcrtiBtmmtg.

MUTEST IF |LI

idcnce,"

11

11
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AVe are happy to announce to the public that we hare purchased, at our own
price, from
the leading clothing house of this country, an immense stock of

CLOTHING

\\

j;
jj

Waists.

<[0
J.
|
|I

A magnificent display, every one beautiful, attractive, new and
fashionable, workmanship equal to that of made-to-order garments.
Our prices are the lowest possible, consistent with the quality, style
and workmanship. We have Suits from $(4 to $25.
Our Dress
and Walking skirts in Cheviots, Oxfords and Grays are the latest
productions of New York manufacturers. We have them at the
extremely low prices from $2.50 to $fl, or practically at the
mere cost of the cloth.

1 *

Ladies' Coats

!j

are

*--—

*:
.,

11

(►
I

J

in 27 and 42 inch lengths and some full lengths.
The colors—
tan and brown.
Prices from $5 to $20.
We have made extensive preparations for the production of

< 1
I •
*

High-class Furs.
We

j!

furnish any kind of high-class furs at short notice, and at
saving of at least one-third.
We offer for a short time to early buyers
can

J.

a

j,
(>

!»

Nearseal Jackets
at $25. $30 and
asks for them.

$35,

or

one-third less than any other house

< »

(I

\\i

Novelties in Waists
in either ready-made or materials. The ready-made range from
to $5. The materials from 30e. to $1.23 per yard.

samples

General and

selling price.

Silk Petticoats

Special Dress Goods News.

Our Dress Goods department is complete in every line.
Plain
weaves are very popular.
Coverts, Iiroadcloths,I Venetians, Series,
Hop Sackings, and scores of others that have a quiet, unobtrusive
elegance hard to resist. Come and see tliem.

Silks and Velvets.
and best assortment in the city.
We havejadded
to our line a full line of Panne Velvets in all colors.
Do you know we carry the largest and best selected small ware
and notion stock in the city ? A full line of yarns,
underwear

largest

and

gloves.

hosiery,

If you want reliable goods, you cannot make a

mistake by trading with

M.

\\
*

■

<)

|>

*!

(
1

[

< •

('
' 1

[

1

j;
1

*

I

J

!|

!>

(I
(|

GALLERT.

FRED

--'-J

|

<

of Petticoats at less

100 black and colored Petticoats at 8Sc.
"
"
*•
100
*1.80
These are just one-half of the usual
from $5 to $10.

►

$1

Bargains in Petticoats.
We have closed out manufacturers’
than half price.

The

R.

SREAR,

j
i:

WHOLESALE A.VD RETAIL,

< ►

Coal, Wood, Hay,
Sand, Hair, ItoHCiidolc
Straw, Dime, Brick,
Cement, American and
Imported Portland Cements, Caleined Plaster,
ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drain
Pipe,
Fire Brick,
Fire CIay Chimney Pipe,

l!
!I

niarck brown.
After the others had
tone for the night he and the bookkeeper visited the eoatrooin together ;;
F,r« Clay,
ind discovered that the money mas
Kerosene Oil,
J;
;;
Next morning Mr. Lyon mas
;one.
< >
Charcoal and Baled Shavings,
lom-n early, and he managed to have
* *
“OTTO” Coke for Domestic I se.
Justness with every one about the esablishment. He visited one desk after
5 Park
mother, and as he talked watched,
Halne.
svery movement of the bands of the
We have facilities fur coaling steam vessels at
nan with whom be was
^
any stage of
conversing I;
< *
For half an hour he saw
the tide.
nothing out
>f the usual, but ns he approached one
Sew England Telephone 106-11.
;
lesk be noticed that the young man
Extern Telephone 1S0-I.
lifting there was holding his pen in a ♦e-i-epe i ♦ i e i-e-i-e-boie I ♦ i e-i-e-i-ea
e+o-i.e
i41>4;;
>eculiar fashion and had Btalus on bis

for our different stores :seu letter below which explains itself). Every garment in this lot is
entirely new and up-todate in every respect and was bought at about two-thirds of its actual value.
It consists of single and doublebreasted suits in all the latest patterns. Overcoats in all grades at very low
ligures, although we did not get as big a
cut on overcoats as on suits.

■

■

■

THERE

AH, KIK»CHBAI M

ARE
Tailors

SUITS at

$5
single

and

and double breasted,

$6,

Manufacturers of Famous
"Vitals" Brand Clothing.
and

Philadelphia. Oct. 25.1901.
Staples,
Broadway Central Hotel,

THERE ARE

nobby

New York.
Dear Sir—We have
received
your offer
our New York office to close out a large
lot of our fall patterns, to be shipped to the Reliable Clothing
Co., Ellsworth, Me, Mills
Clothing Co., Newport, Me., and others of your
retail stores. The prices you offer are so far
under the actual cost of the goods that we have
hesitated considerably in accepting it, but as it
is
our
aim
to dean
out our entire
fall
stock and as we are now in the midst of manu
our
we
have
facturing
decided to
spring goods,
accept your offer. We are very sure the bargains you have purchased will help you build up
a large trade in your several retail stores, as on
many lines you can retail considerably less thau
the wholesale price and still make a fair profit.
Yours very truly.
AH- KlRSCllBAI.’M A Co.

through

THERE ARE

SUITS at
and $8,
in every way.

Good enough for anyone.
Worth from $10 to $12.

Regular Lengths,
IX

AXD

EXTRA

LONG;

with yoke, some without, also
very cheap, considering their real

some

value.
THERE ARE

A FEW ULSTERS
AXD

REEFERS;
just the thing for the coming winter and we will save you money on
every garment

Besides the goods referred to in ttie above letter we bought a lot of sample garments
in New York. A quantity of Boys’ three-piece knee pants suits at *2.50 and *3. which
is at considerable less than the wholesale price. Also a very large assortment of
Boys'
Long Pants Suits, 15 to 20 years, that will be sold at less than the coat of manu-

facturing.
This sale at this season of the year, when every clothier is asking regular
prices,
should attract universal attention, and it will pay anyone who wants to buy ten or
fifteen dollars worth of clothing to come fifty miles to attend this sale. Sale will commence Thursday, Nov. T, and continue until goods are sold.
Early buyers will have
Goods sent C. O. I). to any address with privilege of examination.
best bargains.
■

ONE
SPOT

PRICE,
CASH

CLOTHIERS.

RELIABLE

Street,

OVERCOATS in

Mr. H. O.

Worth $8 to $10.

A'obby, guaranteed

CO.

726-728 730 Market 8t.

patterns, latest cut.

$7.50

A

DAVID

FRIEND,1

CLOTHING-JT3L
V'™*COMP ANY. I—

Rockland,

ingers.
Mr. Lyon looked carefully

ij

MOUTH OK THK RIVKK.
Bar Harbor.
to make
Tbe \. M. C. A. football team
was
then hurried Into his private
Miss Jessie Fullerton is ill.
beaten at Bangor
•dice and sent for the fellow who had
Saturday by tbe Y. M.
Cordelia Kemick Is visiting her
^lrs.
°*
®By. The score was 17 0.
ittracted his attention. The door open|
children in Boston.
'd a moment later and in walked
young
Cast
in*.
ladies’
aid
l'af
society will meet with j
lohnson, who a few days earlier had
MrB.
8. Muroh Thursday afternoon.
i John M- Vogell Is building a summer
lecused William, the porter, of
^
being
cottage at Lake Alamooeoolc.
Mules Sadie
and
Bertha
be thief. He had a confused and
Fullerton
guilty
from Brewer a few days last
•xpression and seemed so ill at ease were
hat Mr. Lyon's suspicions were con- week |
E(ior»te Yoar Bowels With Cascareta.
cure constipation foreran
irmed at once.
Mr*.Fred Hall, of Brewer, spent a few «/£a«2djr
10c. 28c. £aJ£hiir^c*
If C. C. C fail, druggists refund
money
“Did 1 notice that you were
her parents, George Fullerton
holding days
rour pen in a peculiar way Mr. John- and uw, last week.
V
■I
i on ?” asked the employer.
Strfitrtiannint*.
Frari Bwett has moved bis family into
"Yes, sir,” stammered the young fel- the Cbtiles Fullerton
house, recently purow, growing very red; "I cut my hand
chased v Curtis brothers.
trifle last night—that Is’’—
There was a flag-raising at the Kemick
**T hat is, you know why I sent for
last Friday.
Miss
ou to come in here.
Un't that what districtJchoolhouse
Inez L. n»&tt is teacher of this school.
; ou mean, sir?”
Mr.
interrupted
Lyon.
WaltevMilliken, of Bar Harbor, who
•‘I’m sorry to confess that I do, sir,
has speii the summer with his grandI mt I”—
Mark Milllken, has returned
“Don’t make any excuses.” ordered mother,
Ir. Lyon, “but Just follow me back home.
1 nto the outer office.”
hAKKWOOl).
The young man did as he was
bid,
‘ nd when be bad reached his desk Mr.
The regilar monthly service was held
-yon directed the attention of the in the cbtdrl
that it is foolish to abuse a
by Elder Garland, Sunday.
I’hole office force to him by anuousi-'aid Linwood Garland went to
Kalpb
horse.
It is more
jg:
lure, and

^ome
*|tb

i|rs.

■

Every Horseman Knows

last
Mooseheac^ake
woods.

“Gentlemen,

!

let me acquaint you
rith the thief who has been
robbing
hat coat closet for the
past two
loutbs. He was in my office to accuse
nother only a couple of weeks
ago. I
ischarge him now liefore you ail.
ohnson. get ont, and never let us see
our fate around this
office again.”-

i hicago Hecord-Herald.

week

to

work in the

district No. 1, after a
of ten weeks, taught by
The closing exMiss Mary A, Garland.
rcisea consisted of a Hag-raising, speakSchool clued in

willing

|

|

t-uccessful t«rra

ng and

j

sing'tog by

eudentStuatt

was

pleasing address.
guns

was

»

J,

blue, black, mode,

j

CLOTHING SALES.
READY-TO-WEAR

New

j!

and UOt
replied Mr.

];

accom-

Raglans, New Tai- !>

cnmiii'IOUS

J

their

BioahiU

!»

!»

Roberts and daughter Phlla
attended the birthday party of
Mrs.
Elizabeth Turner last Saturday.
It uas
Mrs. Turner’s eighty-sixth birthday.
Newell

Ij

Suits, New Dress
Skirts, New Storm Skirts,

I

John Bridges and Charles Atwood, ot
Bucksport, were In town last Saturday on

<J

lor=made

who has

I
I

Saturday, Nov. 2, the seminary football team defeated the Eastern State normal school of Castine by a score of 17-0.
The teams were evenly matched in
its
weight, but Bucksport surpassed
opponents in team work. Castine succeeded in making the distance but once.
The seminary boys were not held for
“downs'’ during the game, but
were
forced to punt three times, two of which
On

Clarence

e'

Goods Store is

New Cloaks, New

seemed necessary to me."
“I have no fear of William," replied
the employer stoutly. "I don't believe
he Is a thief, and 1 won't till It has
been proved against him. However, I
am determined to find out who has
made everybody auspicious of everybody else In this office, and I shall examine William along with the rest.”
William was the porter. He bad been
In the employ of the firm for years and
had the absolute confidence of most of
the people about the place. As soon as
Johnson bad made bis accusation and
left the office William was called In
and examined nnd told to keep away
from the coatroom altogether.
For several days Mr. Lyon diligently
continued his search for the thief w ho
had been so troublesome, but all without result. He used marked coins and
lost them, and watched everybody from
strange hiding placea all about the office. He was beginning to despair of the
success of his detective efforts till one
day he was set on a new track through
a very ordinary circumstance. As he
walked from his office out Into the
shop In the rear of the building he noticed William scrubbing fiercely at his
hands with soap and brush. Mr. I.yon
continued his trip through the shop,
but as he was about to pass hack into
his office five or six minutes later he
aaw that William was still busy scrubbing big hands.
“That's rather odd." thought Mr.
Lyon. “When did William become so
particular os nil that?” And then he
asked aloud: “What's the matter with
(
your bauds, William?"
'T've been handling some of that l>ls- (l
marck browt^ they use In staining 0
woodwork." replied William. "It's tin- 0
worst stuff to stain you ever saw.
After you think you have washed it all
off just nib your hands together and
*
there It shows again.”
“Must be hard stuff to get off," mus,
ed Mr. Lyon, nnd then a queer smile
0
over
his
face
and
a
Bpread
Sherlock
0
Holmes Idea passed through bis mind.
f
“Get me some of that bismarek
0
brown,” he ordered, and when it was
brought he hurried Into his office w ith
the air of a man who had solved a deep
mystery. The first thing he did was to
summon the head bookkeeper, who anBwered the summons at once.
"If you'll let me spoil the change
pocket of yotir coat I think I can catch
the fellow who has been stealing so
long In that coatroom," said Mr. Lyon
without further explanation.
"All right.” answered the bookkeeper;
"I'd give the whole eoat to know who
;;
it Is."
Vnder this arrangement *Ir. Lyon o
put a lot of small coins In the small
<1
pocket of the bookkeeper's coat aiil

menta.

and bad to be

cm

Leading Dry

M. GALLERT’S.
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"I don’t like to mention suspicions
without somethin!.’ to support them."
suggested Johnson hesitatingly, “but I
have seen William the porter around
that coat closet a good deal more than

The students observed Hallowe’en by
having a ghost party in Commercial hall.
Each guest came masked and robed in
white. The merry evening passed quickly
with games, fortune-telling and refresh-
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F. A. Torrey and wife arrived Tuesday

been

where

one

Ellsworth’s

|

spoken to me of this, Johnson,” said
Mr. Lyon after a moment's pause. "A
dozen others ha\e reported the loss of
money from the change pockets of
their coats In that closet”
“Do you suspect any one?”

President 8. A. Bender spent Sunday at

neighbors

of this

•'You are not the first

Friendship,

her

received

ears.

Fred Lamaon, of Rockland, is putting
hot water heat in D. J. Noyes' new drug

at the normal school at

Friday

score.

grounds, Bucksport, Saturday,

of his

paring for

credit, they went up for a return game.
The score at the end of the game was 400, and Bucksport had the small end of the

The E. M. C. 8. first team and Camden
high school will play at Central street

Satur-

a

nervously taping
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Charles
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little aad
and very much perplexed as he sat
bis pencil on hla desk

Mr. Lyon looked troubled,

In the office of the Inrgest tmslucss
house of its kind In Chicago. Before
him stood a young man who had Juat
finished making n complaint that
•ounded most unwelcome in Mr. Lyon's

on
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How BismarcH Brown ^
Uncovered a Thief

nt-her pnget.

E. M. C. S. second eleven will play 8baw
business college of Bangor, at Bucksport,

wharf.

steamboat

new

John Davis, Seth
Davis

KWS.

Howard Dorr has purchased of F.
B. Googina A Bon the contract for carrying the daily mail to and from Castine,
together with the outfit.
The seminary team met its Waterloo
With the
at Bangor last Wednesday.
first game with Bangor high to their

Sunday.
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H. W. Colby is out of town
tion.
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Superin-

present and made a
salute of thirteen

A

tired in honor of the Hag.

foolish to abuse your stomach
an<1 t!>e pains of
indigestion
will soon
prove that to you.
If you are
finding it out for
yourself, try a bottle of the

“L.f” ATWOOD’S BITTERS
i

and he cured.
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